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LOCAL AFFAIRS.

furnished with carpets and lace curtains
F. R. Moore is the contractor.

TO HE

MUNICIPAL JUDGE.

Hon. John B. Redman to Receive
Edwin T. Irwin, of Greenfield, O
Appointment by Gov. Cobb.
arrived Saturday. He was accompaniei }
H It Phillip*—Hoop poles wanted.
Although the terra of Judge Peters, of
by Edwin Dane Hyer, of Greenfield, wh
Hines Co-Fall opening.
C E Monaghan—Dancing school.
will act as best man at the wedding o f the Ellsworth municipal court, and who
New England Tel A Tel Co.
has beer, elected representative to the
Arirar notice—Est E.1%V Clay or Ella A Clay. Miss Kay N. Whiting, of this city, an< I
Eastern Steamship Co—Winter schedule.
Mr. Irwin, at the home of the bride thi t legislature, does not expire until about
Hancock Co Savings bank.
Dec. 1, Gov. Cobb has made it known that
evening at 8 o’clock.
M Gallert—Dry goods, boots and shoes.
it is his intention to appoint Hon. John
Tremont:
J. C. Howard and wife, who have beer
B. Redman as Judge Peters’ successor.
Treniont Savings bank—statement.
for a week the guests of Mrs. Howard’i
Judge Redman has been a life-long citiNbw York:
aunt, Mrs. F. W. Hollins, returned to theii
zen of Ellsworth, always interested in her
Piue Pillow Co—Balsam flr twigs wanted.
home in New York on Tuesday. Mrs
of her and her people.
Rollins accompanied them, and will be welfare, proud
SCHEDULE OF MAILS.
This is not the first time Judge Iiedraan
relatives
and
friends
in
Ne\*
away
visiting
AT ELLSWORTH POSTOFFICK.
has presided over the Ellsworth municiYork and
Massachusetts for severs!
In effect Oct. 8, 1908
in
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

Seventy Dividends
been

have

years of its

paid during the thirty-five
existence by the

Hancock County Savings Bank.

weeks.

MAILS RECEIVED.

Surplus and earnings
of deposits.

From West—7.13 a
From East—11.07 a

10 per cent,

over

9 TO 12 A.

HOURS:

m;

4.39 aud 6.08 p m.
12.05, 5.55 and 10.52 p

MAIL CLOSES AT

>

BANKING

m;

1 TO 3 I\ M.

M.;

m.

POSTOFFICB.

Going West—10.45,11.30 a m; 5.30 and 9 pm.
Going East—6.30 a m; 4 and 5.30 p m.
No Sunday mail.

leaving Bangor

Will buy

AVe will

,

the title.

We write all kinds of insurance.
Write

us

and we will call

on

you

immediately

C. W. & F. L. MASON,
First National Bank
Maui

Street,

FOR

Bldg..
Ellsworth, Me.

SALE

feet of land situate »n south side and at foot of Sea street. Northeast Harbor,
Tbi-S lot of land Is on the shore and title given to low-water mark.
Farm with buildings In good repair. Acres fine shore property, East Bluehlll. Me.

Maine"

Apply to C. tV. & F. L. Mason.

Real

Eatate

and

Irtaurance,

HAS FOR SALE
A farm with

MAIN" ST.,

good buildings—Two dwellings "in
—A mercantile property.

town

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

....

piano-BARG AINS-piano

spending

A rummage sale will be conducted by
B. F. Joy and family and Miss Lelia the Oak, Lincoln and Park streets branch
A. Warren were guests of Mrs. William of the Village improvement society in the
building on Franklin street formerly ocFreeman, Cherryfield, Sunday.
the Staples Piano & Music Co.,
Mrs. Andrew P. McFarland, of Pitts- cupied by
Tuesday afternoon, Oct. 13.
field, spent a few days the past week with beginning
Contributions for the sale are desired, and
her mother, Mrs. Otis W. Kent.
may be left at the store Monday afternoon
Miss Ruby J. Gurney, who is teaching
and Tuesday forenoon, or during the
school in. Sorrento, spent Saturday and
week, the earlier the better. Contributors
Sunday at her home in this city.
wishing articles called for are requested
Mrs. C. H. Merriam has moved her art to notify Mrs. J. P. Eldridge.

High

parlors

from

store at

Main and Hancock streets.

street to the

Hagertby j

John L. DeMeyer and wife, of Eastbrook,
were in Ellsworth
Monday, the guests of
Mrs. DeMeyer’s sister, Mrs. H. W. Dunn.
October term ol the supreme court
for Hancock county will open next Tuesday, with Justice Leslie C. Cornish preMiss

Margaret

Dresser

has returned to

Boston to
the conservatory of music

Several slightly used UPRIGHT PIANOS that

musical studies at

during

the

on Bridge hill, which
being repaired and remodeled, will, on
completion, be occupied by Mrs. A. B.

is

Walker.

new

M. Alexander returned last
Augusta, where she had been
to attend the funeral of her father, Joshua
T. Jellison.
^
Mrs. Olive

week from

stock.

see them and

get

Trotting at Wyman Park.
trotting at Wyman park.
Ellsworth, to-morrow afternoon. Lynch's
There will be

band

card-3-minute, 2.35 and 2.28 class*
Entries will not close unes, all specials.
til to-morrow morning, but horses expected to start are as follows:
on

2.28 Class. Special.
Jim Carr.James Sullivan, Bar Harboi
Blue Will, Jr. Scott Bros, Sullivai
Kittie R.L E Treadwell, Ellswortl
2.3a Class. Special.
Roxmont.O A Tolman, Southwest Harboi
N.Asa
Grant, Bangoi
Andrew
Hiram H.C A Higgins, Bar Harboi

Packard, Hampder
Fauntleroy.William Jordan, Bar Harboi
3.00 Winnte Class. Special.

Catherine Thurlow.H

The Thursday club of the Congregational church will meet wTith Mrs. Isabel
Hall Robbins Thursday afternoon, Oct. 15.
There will be no meeting of the club this

Saturday,

Bluehill

with

game will be

played

at

academy.

The

Wyman park, Ells-

worth.

Play

on.

barm,” will be presented under the auspices of Nicolin grange at Agricultural
hall, North Ellsworth, next Wednesday
evening, Oct. 14. The cast of characters

The address at the Methodist
Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock, by
Assistant Attorney-General Warren C.
Philbrook, of Waterville, will be a masonic
address. All Masons are specially invited*
church

next

Miss Annie M. Connick has returned
a business trip to Boston and New
York. Miss Edith Ripley, of Lawrence,
Mass., returned with her, and will be emfrom

ployed

in her

millinery

rooms

during

the

season.

Call at the stuido of

RFJOY*
PHOTOS Of the populai
stylos and the latest novel

for

Headquarters

Verbena.

the play. If stormy
play will be given the

A dance will follow

Wednesday,
first fair

the

evening.

for amateuri

MAIN ST., ELLSWORTI

About twenty members of Nokomis Rebekah lodge will go to Bluehill Friday
evening, to visit the lodge there by invitation. The lodge has also received an
invitation to visit Bucksport lodge at an
early date.
The undertaking rooms of R. C. Haines’
■tore are being enlarged so as to show all
oaakets at once in bracket tier style. The
room is painted white, and appropriately

Brooksville Man Killed.
George W. Stover, of West Brooksville,
fireman of the tow boat Delta, was scalded
to death Monday afternoon at Bangor by
the bursting of a steam pipe.
George
Albert Arey, of Brooksville, engineer, a
brother of Capt. Benjamin Arey, was also
severely scalded, but not fatally.
Mr. Stover was only nineteen years of
He was the son of William H.
age.
Stover. He was to have been married in
Besides his parents, he leaves
December.
three brothers and two sisters—Harry, of
North Brooksville, Guy and Isaac, of West
Brooksville, Mrs. Helen Moore, of Wisconsin, and Mrs. Alice Hill, of Sears port.

having extensive
buildings.

her farm

J. H. MeGown and wife and Mrs
Francis MeGown spent Sunday at Bar
Harbor.

George Stafford and family, of Bar Harbor, are occupying Frank Maddocks’ cottage at Nicolin lake.
Eli Dunham has bought the Thoman
farm, lately occupied by Luther Nason,
and moved his family from Bangor.

The ladies’ church aid will serve a dime
baked-bean supper at the camp parsonage

evening. Everybody

j vited. Saturday
Supper from 10 to 11
next

strongly republican

the

Judge

President

Redman

was

collector of

I

the port of Frenchman’s bay. In 1896 he
parted company w’ith the democratic
party, being unable to approve Bryanism.
“I did not leave the democratic party,” is
the way he puts it; “the party left me.”
In 1903

Judge

Redman

was

MOUTH

is in-

o’clock.

THE RIVER.

OK

appointed

cently.

Robert B. Carter, who has been in Bar
Harbor the past week visiting his grandson, Eben Carter, who is ill with spinal

trouble,

home,

is

a

COMING EVENTS

member of the board of pension appeals
Washington, his duties being the writing of opinions on questions of law arising
in the adjudication of pension claims. He
resigned last December, returning to hie
old home, and resuming the practice of

ELLSWORTH.

at

Thursday, Oct. 7, at Wyman park, 1 p.
m.—Trotting.
Beginning Tuesday afternoon, Oct. 13,
at store on Franklin street formerly occulaw.
pied by Staples Piano & Music Co.—RumJudge Redman is a conspicuous mem- mage sale conducted by Oak, Lincoln and
ber of the masonic fraternity.
lie has Park streets branch of Village improveheld offices in the blue lodge and chapter, ment society.
and was the first commander in Ellsworth
Wednesday evening, Oct. 14, at Agriculof the reorganized
Blanquefort com- tural hall, North Ellsworth
“Valley
K.
T.
mandery,
Farm,” under auspices of Nicolin grange.
Redman
is
as
of
one
the
Judge
regarded
Admission, 25 cents; children under
best-in formed attorneys at the bar, and
twelve, 10cents. Dance after play. Tickets,
his appointment is generally regarded as 35 cents.
an eminently fitting one.
COUNTY.
Friday and Saturday, Oct. 9 and 10—
—

county Heachers’ association at
Harbor

Or land Fair.
Orland fair held Wednesday w'as
fully up to all former years. More than
2,000 people were present. In every de-

Hancock

partment

thinking

The

the exhibits

were

better than

before.
The baby show was a great drawing
card. The heaviest baby was Orzro Stockbridge, a boy ten months old, weighing
The handsomest
twenty-seven pounds.
boy w’as George Howard Bowden, and the
handsomest girl Nellie May Carey.
ever

LAKEWOOD.

Rodney Hart

is

employed by Ralph

Sar-

gent.
Charles O.

Garland visited

way mail service

Monday.

Bar

Think of good that you may avoid
of evil. The mind of man can
one moment remain in a state of
inactivity .—Saint Ephraim.
not for

3Sbrni«tnnit&

IMPORTANT NOTICE
TO MY CUSTOMERS.
I started in business nine years ago,
intending to sell for cash only.
In order to accommodate, I have
drifted into the credit system. Bills have accumulated to such
an extent that it requires a good deal
of time to attend to the accounts.
I desire to be rid of the care of book-

gradually

party of about twenty-four from Ellsworth enjoyed a picnic dinner and beans
baked in a hole at Mr. Hopkins’ recently, j
and after careful considerMany farmers of this section have har- keeping,
vested their potato crop, and nearly all re- ation, I shall, after October 1, 1908,
port a fair yield while some report an SELL STRICTLY FOR CASH.
A

yield.

This will mean a saving to you, as all
goods will be sold as low as possible.
Hoping for your continued patronage,

CHURCH NOTES
CONGREGATIONAL.

Rev. R. B. Mathews, pastor.
Sunday, Oct. 11—Morning service

Sunday

school at 11.45.

I am,
Yours for business,
at

Evening

omitted.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.

service

M.

M.

MOORE.

ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME.

UNION

CONG’L, ELLSWORTH FALLS.
Rev. J. D. Prig-more, pastor.

Sunday, Oct. 11—Morning service at
Sunday school at 11.45. Evening

10.30.

WE ARE ALL GOING!
WHERE?

service at 7.

Prayer meeting Friday evening

at 7.

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.

DANCING SCHOOL
Society Hall.
Opens Friday, Oct. 16.

Rev. W. F. Emery, pastor.
Dedicatory services morning, afternoon
and

evening.

See full program elsewhere.
BAPTIST.

Killam, pastor.
Sunday, Oct. 11—Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
Rev. P. A. A.

Tbe

management
Boothby, the general passenger agent of
the Maine Central, will be taken advantage of to a liberal extent.
Information relating to the concerts and
tickets will be cheerfully furnished by
Mr. Crabtree, secretary of the Ellsworth
festival chorus.

on

Eva Closson, who has been ill, is better.
Little Virginia Pinkham has gone to
was one of the sufferers by the disaster
j Swampscott, Mass., to spend the winter
which overtook the Pine Tree Shoe Co.,
with her aunt, Mrs. Ida Carter Smith.
brought about by the failure of a New j
Mrs. Emma Moon, of Surry, and Mrs.
York shoe concern which was largely in|
Nancy Brown, of Eden, visited Mrs.
debted to the Pine Tree.
During Mr. Cleveland's second term as j Brown’s brother, Capt. M. W. Moon, re-

10.30.
...Hamlin Maddocks
.A B Nason
..C C Comber
.W B Maddocks
.E H Moore
.Harry Maddocks
Kate Hooper
.Nellie Nevils
.Nettie Austin
Bessie Patten
.Louisa Moore
.Minnie Danico

|

Special Train Saturday Night.
Maine Central will run a special at 11.45. Christian Endeavor meeting at
train from Bangor to Calais after the con- 7.
course in the
Evening service omitted.
He passed the Massachusetts state exami- cert next Saturday night, leaving Bangor
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
at 12 o’clock midnight.
nation for a license.
This will be good news for Ellsworth
The annual meeting of the Unitarian
SPECIAL NOTICE.
of whom have been prevented
The chief consulting physician of the Mersociety will be held at the vestry this people, many
festival at row Medical and
the
from
heretofore
attending
Surgical Institute, of Bangor,
evening at 7 o’clock. Records will be read
of inability to get back Maine, will, by the request of their many
and reports of officers received, and offi- Bangor because
patients, be at the Hancock house, Ellsworth,
Saturday night.
cers will be elected for the ensuing year.
It is to be hoped that this opportunity, on Xnursday, Oct. 8, and every Thursday
At Exeter fair Saturday, Daniel O’Dell,
antil further notice.—Advt.
brought about through the co-operation thereafter
owned by E. H. Qreely, of this city, took
and Col.
of the festival
few weeks ago to take a
Barnes school of embalming.
a

third money in the 2.24 class. Six heats
Daniel O’Dell takiug the
were trotted,
fifth and fastest heat of the race in 2.25.

*. W.
OOGG1S8, Ellsworth.

follows:

Harry C. Austin is home from Boston,

RADIANT FLOUR.

ties In mounts.

as

Harold Rutledge.
Perry Deane.
David Hildreth.
Silas Holcomb.
Azariah Keep.

Lizy Ann Tucker—

where he went

AND

was

Mrs. Maria Gray is

repairs made

democratic candidate for governor
in 1884, his republican opponent |
being ex-Gov. Frederick Robie.
Judge Rodman was one of the pioneers
of the shoe industry in Ellsworth, and |

North Ellsworth.
comedy drama, “Valley

slight fire in the rooms above the Jennings, a servant.
Hetty Holcomb,.
Dirigo club called out the tire department Isabel
Carney.
Saturday evening. Th? tire was put out by Mrs Rutledge.
use of tire extinguishers, no water being
Alvira Holcomb.
Edward H. Emerson, formerly of Ellsworth, who a few months ago went to
California, sailed from there recently for
Corea, where he will have charge of an
electric plant.

TOWN TALK

at

The four-act

A

turned

FOR

city

the

w'as

extra

changes. The table

week.

ELLSWORTH'S EXCLUSIVE AGENTS

He

at the head of the local column shows the
corrected mail schedule.

vice, the mail

Whitcomb, Haynes&Co.,

when

Miss Daisy Tower, of Bar Harbor, to tba
guest of Miss Helen King.
Charles Sweeney and wife are vinitingf
relatives in Brockton, Mass.

Rev. Mr. Harbutt, secretary of the
Maine missionary society, will hold services at the chapel next Sunday afternoon.

Dutton.
Nor is this the only office he has held;
he has twice been mayor of Ellsworth.
To this office he was elected when he belonged to the democratic party, and

his home
Sunday, returning to his work on the rail-

is

desiring Steam or '.Hot
Water Heating Plant* Installed will do well to coniult me.

the

pal court. He was appointed judge
1881, and held the position until 188d, being succeeded by the late George P.

Colona Girl.Eaton Bros. Ellsworth
Island Maid.Chas H Maddocks, Ellsworth
Chief-Justice L. A. Emery attended the j Old Wilkes
Chas McGouldrick, Cherryfield
Emery reunion in West Newbury, Mass., ! Derapsy G.Fred Flynn, Ilampdec
last w eek. He was elected vice-president Colt.Allen Hall, Sorrento
of the association.
Edgelots.Stafford Bros. Bar Harboi
Bar Harboi
Earl P. .Edward
With the change of trains to winter serThe races will begin at 1 o’clock sharp,
schedule

The Ellsworth high school football team
will play its first game of the season next

Parties

races art

Kirk,

prices.

Me.
31 Main Street, Ellsworth,

HOT WATER HEATING.

Three

—

STAPLES PIANO & MUSIC CO.

or

will furnish music.

Arolene.JW Clark, Bangoi

The Hamlin house

the summer season

These Pianos
are all High Grade Instruments and have been
used only from one to three months.
Call and

her

winter.

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES
to make room for

Chancellor Davis, of the grand K.
P. lodge of Maine, has announced the

Grand

week here.

a

resume

during

gor.
of

The

have been rented
to be sold at

set for the

vention at Rumford Falls.

"S"lo

0. W. TAPLKY,

poles are

diploma winners in the membership contest. Diplomas were awarded to the ten
the greatest gain in memThe first deer of the season was brought lodges showing
bership in the term from January to July.
in 'rom West Ellsworth Friday.
Donaqua lodge, of Ellsworth, stands
There will be a social dance at Gerry’s second in the
list, with a gain of 52 per
casino, Ellsworth Falls, Saturday even- cent.
ing.
The house on the Otis Giles place, on the
Monaghan’s dancing school will open Bangor road at Ellsworth Falls, was
for the season on Friday evening of next burned
Monday forenoon. The building
week, at Society hall.
was owned
by Eugene Clough and was
O. P. Torrence has bought the Bowden occupied by W. T. Lunt. The fire caught
farm on the shore road at Lamoine, and presumably from a defective chimney.
moved there last week.
There was no insurance on the house,
Rev. P. A. A. Killara of *the Baptist which was valued at |200. The contents
church is attending the State Baptist con- were insured.
is

for you.

certify

at 12 o’clock.

all the

transmission line from Ellsworth to Ban-

Charles A. llanscom. of Baltimore, Md.,

We will sell for you.
We will reut fox you.
We

Nearly

ment.
A special train will be run from Bangor
back to Ellsworth next Saturday nighty

SELL
YOUR
REAL
ESTATE.

The jtermanent connection of the powei
transmission line from the mainland tc
Mt. Desert island was made last Thursday. The wires are supported by high
steel poles, which raise them above the
water the height required by the govern-

ELLSWORTH

NORTH

Taught by C.

U

E. Monaghan.

NO

HIM.

NOW ORDER BULBS!
lJulbs of Crocus,Tulip, Hyacinth
and Narcissus planted now will
give rich returns of bloom in
early spring. We have them at the

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.
Telephone 43.
1

MAKE YOUR SAVINGS
WORK FOR YOU !
You’ll be surprised how rapidly a small amount laid by each week
counts up iu our savings" department. We compound all interest
moneys, and beginning with our next semi-annual dividend are to pay
4 per cent.
Why not open an account with us TO-DAY and watch
your savings pile up interest for you under this liberal interest rate?
You can start an account here with as little as $1.

BURRILL NATIONAL BANK,
23 MAIN ST.,

ELLSWORTH, ME.

Commodious safe deposit boxes at low rental.

EDITED BV “AUNT

Prayer Meeting Topic For the Week
Beginning Oct. 11, 1908.

It*

By REV. S. H. DOYLE.
Topic.—Commending our society.—III.
By diligent committee work.—Rom. xii,
A

cnue

Such

vuurs(‘iu*s
a

iu

uuu

m

consecration will make you find

joy in God’s service, and no other in
gpiratiou will be so helpful. <2) Let all
the members of a committee attend its
meetings and engage in its work. The
chairman is not the committee, only its
leader, and yet the work is often left t<
him alone? (3) Let the society demand
written reports of committee work. I*
will not be so easy to neglect It if
To
written reports are the order.
write we must do something,
and
hence such reports are a spur to activity. (4) God’s spirit has endowed us
with different gifts. Whether great or
small, we should do what we can do
best and not remain inactive because
the work of another is not given to us.
Committees, be “at it, all at it and always at it/* and you will highly commend your society. Much depends
upon you. Will you do it?
BIBLE REA.DING8.

Judg. vii. 1-23; Neh. iv, 1-9; Zech.
lv, 1-10; Prov. xxi. 31; Isa. xxxi. 1-9:
Matt x. 1-8; John ii. 1-11; ix, 1-4; I Cor.
xv, 58; Gal. vi, 1-10.
Best Society For Young People.
Christian Endeavor is the best society for young people, says Stanley I*.
Edwards of London, England, because—
First.—Its weekly meetings, being essentially religious, conduce to the maintaining and raising of the spiritual life of its
members.
Second.—Its pledge keeps definitely before its members the essentials of Christian life and conduct.
Third.—Its pledge conduces to preparation for and participation in the weekly
meeting on the part of every member,
helping Christian confession, expression
and Impression.
Fourth.—Its consecration meetings ascertain month by month the spiritual level
of each of the young people and enable
the society to maintain the standing of
each member.
Fifth.—Its system of committee work
provides the most systematic opportunity
of training each of the young people in
the church in some definite field of Chris
tlan service.
Sixth.—Its system of committee work,
constantly maintained, places the organized forces of the young people in the
church readily at the church's disposal
for any special service.
Seventh.—No other society so much emphasizes the fact that the young people’s
society exists “for Christ and the church."
Eighth.—Its weekly prayer meeting topics are selected by international experts
ere published with daily Bible readings
in convenient form and are dealt with
each week by many religious papers.
Ninth.—The association of kindred societies in a local Christian Endeavor union
promotes fellowship, the united meetings
are an inspiration to the members and
the schools of methods help to, disseminate the best methods for the benefit f>f
the local church.
Tenth.—County, state and national conventions give an immense spiritual and
practical impetus to all who attend and
to the societies from which they come.
Christians Getting Together.
To me one of tile chief values of
Christian Endeavor, among many others rich and great, has been its spiritIts introduction of
ual fellowship.
Christians of various names to each
other and to the deeper and gladder
appreciation of ottr common Saviour
and Lord has been an inestimable
boon. I am sure this gracious boon
trill go on brightening and blessing in
Rev.
the coming years.
Wayland
Hoyt D. D., LL. D.
—

Up

to

Kongo.

A thousand miles up the Kongo there
la a Christian Endeavor society the
members 0/ which were cannibals six
years ago. Asked to send a message
to the British Endeavorers, they said.
“TO1 them to send more teacher*.”

“Helpful.and Hopeful.”

Motto:

The purposes of tM« column are succinctly
stated in the title anil motto—It Is for the mutual
benefit, and alios to be belpfnl and hopeful.
Being for the common pood. It Is f<*r the common use—a public servant# a purveyor of Ina medium for the Information and

1-11.

distinctive phase of Christian Endeavor since its origin has been committee work.
Thousands of societies
have commended themselves to God.
to their church and to the community
by their aggressive Christian work.
What have the Christian Endeavor
committees not done?
Crater meetings have been held in homes, in hospitals, in jails and in prisons. Sailors
have been provided with thousands of
“comfort bags.” which have been indeed a comfort to them.
Churches
have been provided
with
flowers,
which later were distributed among
the sick or carried to hospitals. The
“shut ins” have been visited, read to
and prayed for. and. above all, many
souls have been led into the kingdom
of God.
Home and foreign missions
have been substantially supported.
From the giving of a flower to the salvation of a soul there is scarcely no
Christian work that the Christian Endeavor society has not engaged in ami
in so doing has commended itself by
It has been known
its good works.
by its fruits, and this was one of the
principal elements in its worldwide
spread and usefulness.
But the day of committee work is
No society can exist long
not over.
without active committee work. If we
knew the inner history of many dofunct societies, we would probably
learn that the beginning of the end
was the failure of the committees to
do their work. Let the prayer meeting
committee begin to neglect its work,
and the prayer meeting soon loses its
power and the society begins to die.
Let the social committee neglect its
duty, and the new members are soon
missed and the older ones show lack of
Let the missionary commitInterest.
tee grow cold, and the society follows
its example and soon becomes selfisb
It is easy
and self interested alone.
to see the importance of committee
work and the grave danger attending
its neglect. Moreover, this neglect is
noticeable in many societies, with the
result that such societies are losing instead of gaining ground.
Let us get back to old principles. It
will help the best societies and re^uvenate the declining ones.
(1> Oonse-

MADdl'*.

suggestion,

One name I George
Hatch, 2; Harvey Leach, 3.
on three candidates.
Pecwaukie
J B Wilson, 1; George
accepted, and there were five applica- Hatch, 2. apple,
Bellflower, J B Wilson. 1;
tions for membership. After a short busi- George Hatch, 2; J M Hutchins, 3. Blue
lecturer's .hour. j Pearraaine, Harvey
Winter
came the
ness session,
Leach, 1.
! Sweet and High top Sweet, J B Littlcfl* Id,
There were music, quotations by the sis1. Naked Limb Greening, George Hatch, 1;
ters, conundrums by the brothers. The J B Wilson, 2. Milding and Gravenstein,
2.
J B Wilson, 1. Snow apple, Ethel Grindle,
granite will meet every week after Oct.
j 1; H A Shedd. 2. Crabapple, Bertha WiiNICOL1N, NORTH ELLSWORTH.
I son, 1; Malcolm Leach, 5; George Hatch, 3.

atrbrrttannnit*.

filutual Benefit €olnmn.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

worked
were

WOMAN’S
BACKACHE

Nicolin grange held its regular meeting
with twenty-two
members and three visitors present. One
candidate received the first and second de-

Saturday evening, Oct. 3,

terchange of ideas. In this capacity It solicits
communications, and Its success depends largely
Comon the support given It In this respect'
munications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications

ON

to

ONE WHO

Because he did

Thk American,
Ellsworth. Me.

WA8

ISSKLPIRH.

ask a name.
They gave their smiles and tears and
crowned him:
And since he conld not hope for fame.
Contentment came, and put her arms around
not

him.
—

j
j

|
j

j
j

Richard Ktrk, in

Lippincott'*.

Dear M. B. Friend*:
Good evening. Here it is Friday night, and
I’ve not written op the M. B. reunion—so it
won’t get into next week’s paper, but you will
have to forgive me. I’ve been very busy, and
we have had company, the "homey” kind
w hom you want to he with every minute they
Then we’ve had callers
are not sleeping.
every evening and I've a caller now and have
asked to be excused so I could begin before it
So
was bed-time to tell you how we reuned.
here goes.
The morning of

our reunion-day. Sept. 18.
along as all mornings do, but came
| dark and smoky, but we were so imbued
with the reunion spirit that we hardly thought
1j
about the weather. So long as it didn't rain,
who were going
we didu't mind, so those
\8. came

started out. and in due time reached Contention Cove and the wide-open doors of
Wyman cottage. And I tell you we all receivtu

inf

peiau

unrvnic

mmi

uur

uu>

Mrs. Wyman. Thtu came the greetings to
and from the Mutuals as thevcame.
I
We didn't remember the burned and smoky
places we had driven through, nor that our
view was lost in smoke. Eve» the Bluehill
ladies ceased to tremble over the scare they
i had. While yet a long way from the Surry
fires, they saw a field of bright yellow pumpkins showing dim through the smoke and
haze, and they cried “fire! why see,’tis right
And then the calm one (there’s
upon us!”
always a calm one, you know; skid: “Why,
’tis pumpkins; who ever saw so many?” and
:. c scare was over but not the laugh that we
! had when they told us.
I Ah. I wish 1 could talk this 1908 reunion out
so plain that all those who have not met with
us would want to so much, and keep
wanting
:
to. so that our next reunion we'd
have so
many that Wyman cottage couldn't hold us
and we'd have to get out of doors to eat our
dinners, picnic fashion, then we wouldn’t
make so many dirty dishes that we sometimes do not wash. But we do enjoy the day:
it is like no other reunion or entertainment,
\
! for there are no dues, no real expense, just
the food one carries and the stamps one puts
on the letter that makes them a Mutual.
This year our crowd w as smaller thau ever
(before, but we made up by talking faster and
eating more. And we did haie the good
things to eat. Just behold us at the tables in
the liviDg room of Wyman cottage—two large
tables full and some small side tables, the
tables just loaded with food and surrounded
by a jolly hungry crowd, all talking at once,
exchanging food, giving recipes, talking
about our pets, hunting aftej: names for some
of them, and we linger long at the tables, not
really eating longer than usual but we so hate
to break up the social hour, for nearly as soon
as diuner is over those who have far to go are
thinking about going, and soon we are saying
good-bye to each other, hoping to meet another year.
Speaking about the dear ones that have met
with us and this year were absent, remembering those that will meet with us no more here
—ahl ’tis good to be there! Do yon feel the
spirit of it, or is my peu too slow to make you
see it as.it is?
Well, I’ll give you the names of those who
were there this year, and you’ll see we had
new ones and many of the familiar faces, too.
F. W. Rollins, our editor from Ellsworth;
Mrs. Mary E. Mayo, our Dear “Aunt Madge”,
who edits our M. B. Column and has the
patience with our short comings; “Ego 2d’’
our sunshine, [and her name should be Joy in
our column; our dear hostess, the woman who
can’t be beaten making fish chowder; “Day,”
who carries the 1 ght of day on her face;
“S. J. y.f and she is ourstand-by and the light
of a true friend is in her eye; our “Sister B,”

grees. Games were played during
An unusual amount of business

recess.

coming

before this meeting, the program was
omitted.
This grange will present the play “Val-

Mi&eellaneou*.

Tomatoes, ripe, Laura Devereaux, 1; U
8 Gross, 2; May Grind le, 3. Green tomatoes. Harvey
Leach, 1; Sarah Gray. 2.
Canned beans, Mrs E F Shedd. 1. White
blueberries, Alice Leach, 1. Sweet
and cucumber pickles, Mrs. Kose Haynes,
1.
Mustard
Mrs Willard Lunt. 1.
Soft soap, Annie Hatch, 1. Preserves,

aaveTTITT^

Perhaps if you had
until the evidence na
in
met would have been
quite
and another cord of
friendship nn,
“As Shakespeare
says," remarks
who
was
sidy,
fond of
.irin«
“what’s
larin,’’
in a name?'

mi'’*''

hi.'Jl!!*'

Tiled Casey,

.Z^'

“cal

me

wan

like, an' Oi'll ahow yc.”

that

™*

tv-

pickles.

largest collection, Mrs

Jellies

J B

and presetved citron,
1.
Raspberries, Annie

Littlefield.
Mrs A J

Resident* of

Ellsworth Cannot

Doubt What Has Been
ley Farm’’ at Agricultural hall Wednes- 1.
Twice
Mrs J
M Hutchins. 1.
Plums,
day evening, Oct. 14; if stormy next fair Jellies, Estelle Leach, 2. Yeast bread,
Proved.
evening. The play will be followed by a Mrs E F Shedd. 1; Nancy Hatch. 2. Cake,
In grat/tude for
Retta Lowell, 1; Annie Hatch, 2: Estelle
complete relief from
dance and supper.
Leach. 3. Butter, Hctta Lowell, i; Mrs E
aches
and pains of had
F Shedd, 2.
baeks-from dis.
HARVEST HOME, WKST|
ELLSWORTH.^
Flower*.
tressing kidney ills-thousands
7Harvest Home grange met Oct. 3, Overhave pob.
Mrs Albion Leach, elephants ear plant,
After
seer James W. Carter in the chair.
of dahlias, 1.
Mrs H S Jones, licly recommended Doan', Kidney
1;
bouquet
Pip,
the usual business, the third and fourth
ferns, 1; potted plants, 1; bouquet cactus Residents of
Kllsworth, who so
degrees were conferred on one candidate. dahlias, I; maple plant, 1. Mrs Estelle
testified
Leach*, mackerel begonias. 2; maple plant, yesrs ago, now
There were twenty-five members in attensay their cures were
2.
Alice Leach, Sheleton geranium, 1.
perThe back is the mainspring of dance.
The
question discussed was, Ida Lowell,
cut flowers, manent. This
plants,
3;
potted
testimony doubly p:oTe,
woman’s organism. It quickly calls “Should politics be talked upbn in the 2; hollyhocks. 1. Doris Hatch,
pillow
attention to trouble by aching." It j grange?” As it was getting late, the pro1. Della Hatch, pillow sweet peas, tne worth of Doan's
Kidney Pills tops,
Bertha Wilson, cut flowers, 1.
Mrs
tells, with other symptoms, such as gram was omitted. There will be degree
Maria
1; mixed bouquet, 1. worth kidney sufferers.
nervousness, headache, pains in the work at the next meeting, Oct. 10. Delia Ginn, gladiolus,
dwarf
Saunders,
dahlias, 1; nasturArthur L. Frazer, Hancock
loins, weight in the lower part of Minutes read; closed in form.
hates
tiums, 1. Ella Lcacb, pillow cut flowers,
St.. Ellsthe body, that a woman’s feminine j
Fannie Hutchins, bouquet
1.
petunias,
worth.
Me., says: “Since giving my
Etta
Mrs
set
of
1.
Dorr,
pieces
petuSEDGWICK.
organism needs immediateattention.
opi*.
nias, 1. Mrs Annie Hatch, geraniums and ion of Doan’s
In such cases the one sure remedy
Sedgwick grange met Friday evening
Kidney Pills in 1905, f ^
wild flowers, fifteen varieties, 1.
pillow
which speedily removes the cause, v ith twenty-four members and two visi- I)ocie Gray, rustic flower stand, 1.
had no occasion to resort to a
and restores the feminine organism tors present. Some business was attended
kidney rentFancy Work.
to a healthv, normal condition is to, and the program was well carried out.
Burnt work, E E Saunders. Embroidered e iy. Time has proven the wonderful tenHandkerchief
A social time was enjoyed by all. Refresh- centerpiece, Nora Leach, 1.
efit I derived from Doan s
Staples.

Hutchins,

fblox,

LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S
VEGETABLE COMPOUND

ments

were

served.

HANCOCK

Mrs. Will Young, of 6 Columbia
Ave., Rockland, Me., says:

POMONA.

Hancock Pomona held its annual tweeting with Halcyon grange Saturday. Oct. 3.

I was troubled for a long time with
dreadful backaches and a pain in my | All the officers and over 200 patrons were
The following officers were
side, and was miserable in every
y j present.
I doctored until I was discouraged and elected for the ensuing year:
Master.
I
would
never
well.
I
read
get
thought
Thomas Grieve; overseer, J. E. Gross;
what Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable ;
lecturer, Joanna Durgain; steward, A. T.
Compound had done for others and j
assistant steward, Bernard Vardecided to try it; after taking three I Gillis;
bottles I can truly say that 1 never felt j num; chaplain, John Wilson; treasurer,
E. W. Burrill; secretary, Mary B. Hinckso well in my life.”
Mrs. Augustus Lyon, of East Earl, i ley; gate-keeper, Roy Allen; Ceres, Abbie
Gross; Pomona, Maggie Grieve; Flora.
Pa., writes to Mrs. Pinkham :
“I had very severe backaches, and ! Jennie Grindle; lady assistant steward,
pressing-down pains. I could not sleep, j Angie Cousins.
and had no appetite. Lydia E. PinkHALCYON, NORTH BLUEHILL.
ham's Vegetable Compound oured me j
Halcyon grange held its regular meeting
and made me feel like a new woman."
Oct. 3.
About 200 were present, including
_

FACTS FOR SICK WOMEN.
For thirty years Lydia E. Pink-;
ham’s Vegetable Compound, made
from roots and herbs, has been the
standard remedy for female ills,
and has positively cured thousands of

visitors from fifteen granges.
of music, instrumental and

readings and recitations,
Cf KEEN

WOOD,

was

Drawn work
box, Annie Hutchins, 1.
bureau scarf, Annie Hutchins, 1.
Embroidered doilv, Nora l^eacb, 1;
Annie
Drawn work pillow case,
Hutchins, 2.
Nora Leach, 1. Hemstitched bureau scarf.
Yalura Gray, 1.
Handprinted bureau set,
Embroidered shirt
Gladys Wright, 1.
waist, Laura Lowell, 1. Shadow work sofa
pillow, Caro Lowell, 1. Log cabin sofa
pillow, Mrs Lucy H Perkins, 1. Embroidered hat. Amy Hatch, 1. Battenburg lunch
cloth, Mexican work doily, drawn work
handkerchief, Mexican work centerpiece,
solid work doily and Mexican work sofa
pillow, Ethel Lowell, 1. Embroidered sofa
pillow, Doris Hatch, 1. Hand-made lace,
made by an India woman, Mrs W H
Grenan.

We would do well to get our kindnesses
done while they will do good, giving
cheer and encouragement and not keeping
them back till there is no need for them.
—Dr. j. R. Miller.

Kidney

be

lasting,

and

in all other cases

tv

excellent remedy has been used on
my
recommendation, benefit h«s followed, t
suffered

great deal from backache, and
day's work I could not sit ins
chair for any length of time. The
lint
box of Doan's Kidney Pills, procured
from
Moore's drug store, gave me relief, and I
continued taking the remedy until all
after

1

bard

a

traces of my

trouble disappeared."

For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents.
Foster-Milburn Co.. Buffalo, New York
agents for the United States.
Remember the name-Doan's-and take

sole

no

other.

.iDtmuffmmt*.

A program

vocal, also
carried out.

EASTBROOK.

A regular meeting of Greenwood grange
who have been troubled with was held Oct. 3, with a goodly number
ulceradisplacements, inflammation,
Program for next meeting:
present.
tion, fibroid tumors, irregularities, Song, Henry French and Jennie Merthat
bearchant; reading, Mary DeMeyer; conunperiodic pains, backache,
mg-down feeling, flatulency, indiges- j drums, Leroy Lawrie; music, Elsie Jellinervous
tion, dizziness,or
prostration. son; song. Mrs.'Etta Googins.

vlinong tl)t (Erangrrs.

warm

greeuug

lor

an;

LsiDer,

with the

foot and vacation tan; the
Young man, who was so gal ant to his mother
and yet had an eye for a tine-looking girl; H.
O. B., (I hope you are not so tired to-day as
you were reunion day; and I didn’t answer
your question about our cat’s names—I'll do
so uow, so I won’t forget—“Priscilla Mia”, the
mother cat; “Beatrice”, coon cat; “Fizzy
Winum” and Mollie Cottontail”, our two tiger
neat

cats; Pip Bumblechook,” our little dwarf
kittie; “Sancho,” our Angora cat The wee
kitties are not named. Yes, and our colt has
another name for every-day use; he is “Pearl
Mutual”. Do you like it?
[Aunt Maria did not tell you that the party
cast ballots just after dinner, with names for
that new colt, and “Mutual” had the majority
To resume the list, the small boy who loves
to drive a horse; the young lady from Stonington who has caught the sunshine in her
hair and is going to write for the column very
soon, then she’ll be a Mutual and that will
please us all; Emerton from Bluehill, the
buck board driver, and if you want him to
smile, say “pumpkins”; “Lura”, our rosycheeked girl who takes the tine care of her
grandmother, may she have a handsome husband: our “Ann” she's an ever-present help
and comfort; Mark W. Ginn, second to none
when it comes to eating pie, and finally the
member noted for her long, prosy letters, as
you’ll see when you’ve read this, and her
Aunt Maria.
pen name is

We heartily thank aunt Maria for her
good report, and in justice to her will say
that the delay in her “returns” was not
alone hers and her explanation was all

HIGH LAM>

This column is devoted to the Grange, esto the granges of Hancock county.
Thecclumn is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed ex*
cept by permission of the writer. All communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

pecially

good

DATES.

Saturday, Oct. 24—Meeting of Hancock
Pomona with New Century grange, Dedham.

Saturday,

Oct.

Mountain Pomona

10-Meeting of Green
with Pamela grange,

Hancock.
meeting of the Portland board of
trade Thursday, an invitation was extended the Maine State grange to hold ita
1909 sessions in Portland.
a

RAINBOW,

NORTH

BROOKS VILLE.

Rainbow grange held its regular meetwith forty-five memfters
present. There was a large amount of
business before the degree work.
The
third and fourth degrees were conferred

ing Sept. 24,

by a treat in
place of the feast. The lecturer postponed
his program, the hour being late.
on

two.

Work

was

followed

MARIAVILLE.

Mariaville grange met Saturday evening with a good attendance. Four candidates were instructed in the third and
fourth degrees. A harvest feast followed.

Enjoyable,
was

gram

grange

played. The proenjoyed by all, especially the

games

were

paper.
GREEN MOUNTAIN POMONA.
is the program for meeting of

GRANGE FAIR.

of Premiums Awarded at

North

Penobscot.
Largest herd of cows, Edward HarriHA
man, 1;
Sbedd, 2; Charles Grindle, 3.
Best herd, E A Lowell, 1; Charles Grindle,
2. Best yoke oxen, J B Littlefield, 1; Verne
Montgomery, 2; lad well Gray, 3. Threeyear-old steers, Charles Leach, 1. TwoHarvey .Staples, 1; Ray
year-old 2.6teers.
Steer calves, Lawrence CousBillings,
ins, 1. Bull calf, Will Soper, 1. Heifer

calf,

reason.

At

\ List

Soper, 1. Drawing of oxen,
Verne Montgomery, 1. Drawing of steers,
Ray Billings, 1; J U Leach, 2.
Vegetables.
King squash, George Sbedd, 1. Delicious
squash, J B Wilson, 1. Hubbard squash,
H A Shedd, 1; George Leach, 2. \\ arted
Hubbard squash, H W Lowell, 1. Pumpkin, Edwin Blaisdell, 1. Largest pumpkin, J B Littlefield, 1; George Hatch, 2.
Pie pumpkins, Charles Grindle, 1. Green
Mountain potatoes, J B Wilson, 1; George
Hatch, 2; H Bowden, 3. Pride of America
potatoes, Marcia E Gray, 1. Beets, George
Shedd, 1; George Hatch, 2. Mangle Wurtxel, George Haines, 1; H C Lowell, 2. Carrots, George Hatch, 1: Otis L Leach, 2;
Percy Grindle. 3. Cucumbers, Percy
Grindle, 1; HI Lowell, 2; Earl Grindle,
3. Citron, George Hatch, 1; Percy Grindle,
2; George Haynes, 3. Cauliflower, Otis L

You're

on

the WANAMAKER

Will

Leach, 1. Yellow corn, Addison Harriman, 1; Harvey Bowden, 2; Cadwell Gray,
3.
Sweet corn, J B Littlefield, 1; J B Wilson, 2. Corn stalk, Percy Uriudle.l; H W
Lowell, 2; George Haines, 3. Turnips,
Otis L Leach, 1; R E Grindle, 2; George
Leach, 3. Peanuts and gourds. Donald
Grindle.
Kholrabi, I B Goodwin, 1.
Wheat, Charles Grindle, 1.
Cranberry
beans, Charles Grindle, 1; US Gross, 2*
Kentucky wonder, golden wax, early Mohawk, and Indian Chief beans, U S

Gross, 1.

Fruit.

Mrs J B Littlefield, 1. Grape6,
Della Hatch, 1.
President apples, George
Hatch, 1. Golden russet, George Hatch, 1:
J B Wilson, 2. Native sweet apples ana
Northern Spy, 0 B Wilson, 1. Wolfe river,
Fred W Blaisdell, 1. 'King apples, J B
Wilson,!. R I greening, H A Shedd, 1;

Plums,

Free
Every order
goods amounting
usually heavy

or

Delivery Route

Wanamaker, New York, for
five dollars or over (unless the goods are unbulky, or you ask to have them sent C. 0. D.1

will be delivered,

you send to John

to

prepaid,

to your nearest express or

Qt coarse, packages
post-office
You

or

of light weight are sent by mail,
any rural free delivery route in this state.

freight station.
prepaid,

correct

foreign and American, the
styles, the low and always guaranteed

Wanamaker prices, and it

costs

you

nothing

to have

the

goods

sent home.

It is just like LIVING NEXT DOOR TO WANAMAKER’S.
Just write
at once

us

a

letter whenever

for OUR NEW

we

CATALOGUE,

can serve

you, and send

which is sent free upon

request.

JOHN WANAMAKER
new tors rrxv

Following
Green

Mountain Pomona grange to be

held with Pamela grange,
urday, Oct. 10.

Hancock,

Sat-

Opening in form
Song.Choir
Address of Welcome.A I Foss
Response.Eunice Coggins
Report of Oranges
Paper.Nancy Young
Resolved. That it is cheaper for farmers
to keep their farmiug tools and machinery, well painted, out of doors,
than to keep them under cover. Affirmative, G W Mayo, of Mountain
View; negative, D G Hall, of Bay
Call to order

Song.Choir
Conferring fifth degree
Entertainment by Hancock grange
Song.Choir
Closing in form
State Master Stetson will address the
patrons, also
Maine.

a

speaker

MOUNTAIN VIEW,

from

University

WEST

of

EDEN.

The regular meeting of Mountain View
was held September 25, with about
forty-five present. The first degree was

grange

Dorit

Discharge the Cook

^eGoLD Medal
Flour
The better the
i he better the
I he better the
The better the

Flour,

bread.
bread.
baker.

satisfactory.
1 had a nice call from Sadie last week.
We only regretted that the time was not
sufficient to talk over all the M. B. family.
Grandma G’s address is Lisbon Falls,
R. F. D. 2, box 155. She lives in Durham.
Aunt Madge.

to any

the newest things,

get

choicest and

Woman Interrupts Political Speaker.
A well-dressed woman interrupted a political speaker recently by continually coughing.
If she had taken Foley’s Honey and Tar it
would have cured her cough quickly and exthe cold from her system. The genuine
ley’s Honey and Tar contains no opiates
and is in, a yellow package. Refuse substitutes. G. A. Paacusa.

Klled

Pills t0

herethis

women

!

wao mu> a

don't

pickles

I

of£the ready pen, who nas never met with us
before;
“Charity,” and site shall have
“cheerful” added to her pen name; “Ah,” her
cakes were fine; “B. E. S.” and we’ll add “T”;
“Zilla”, (we were soveiyglad to meet with
Zilla and her mother; after seeing and talking with folks their letters are alive and
speak, see); Miss Tierce, our summer girl

a

'•Yashburn Crosby Co.

anbtrti»tmnu»
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drawn corset cover, 1; crochet pin-cash ion
cover, 1; crochet lace, 2: drawn work
drawers, 1; crochet doilies, 2; drawnwork
shirtwaist, 1; lunch cloth, 1; drawn work
stand cloth, 1: crochet center piece, 2.
Mrs A C Mclnicb, tatting doily, 1: surface work stand cloth, 1; crochet colmr, 1;
Mexican stand cloth, 1; fancy collar, 1:
Mexican work waist, 1: Hardanger stand
cloth, 1. Mrs Direxa Williams, lace handkerchief, 2. Esther Mace (aged 8) outline
sofa pillow, 1. Mrs Nellie Haynes, pyrograph sofa pillow, 1. Mrs Grafton Googins, handpainted sofa pillow. 1; Mexican
work pillow slips, 1.
Mrs Addie Abbot
aged(7w) crochet stand cloth, 1 and 2; knit
chair tidy, 1. Gertrude Williams, etftbroidered doily, 1; surface work sthnd
cloth, 1; crochet lace, 1; pyrograph case,
1.
Mrs Addie Abbot, crochet tidy, 1;
gingham sofa pillow, 2. Mrs S A Kenniston, dresser scarf, Biedirmaies work, 1;
pincushion, Biedirmaies work, 1. Miss

evet^r^ot
Vt°ves
,.A' a0up
res

showing

best

produce

of

vro*c

5 sto-

ATTENDANCE AND EVERYBODY
TIME—PREMIUMS

GOOD

game was with Clifton, and
too one-sided to be exciting. Am-

herst

won

AWARDED.

between
two rain storms this year. The rain Tuesday caused the postponement of the opening of the fair until Wednesday, and
Thursday night’s rain came so late that
it kept few if any away from the ball
which wound up the two days’ festivities.
The Northern Hancock agricultural society may perhaps be credited with breaking the long drought and extinguishing
the forest fires. Far from feeling disappointed by the rain Tuesday, everybody
The Amherst

welcomed it

as a

fair

dodged

in

godsend.

fair opened Wednesday with Hue
weather and an unusually large attendance for the first day.
Thursday’s attendance was also good, and the average for
the two days was better than usual.
The

by

a score

of 18 to 5.

DRAWING CONTEST.

HAD A GOOD

Only three teams entered in the drawling contest Thursday afternoon. Herman
Jordan, with a team weighing 2,300. drewa load of 5,676 pounds, or 2.47 pounds per
pound of horse, and took first prize.
Ernest Roberts, with a team weighing
3,400, hauled 7,953 pounds, or 2.34 per
pound. Arvill Jordan, with a light team,
hauled 2,870 pounds.
THE

Potatoes.
C M Smith, Mills anniversary, 1; beauty
of hebron, 2; green mountain,l; til I banket,
1.
William Oreutt, green mountain, 1;
till basket.
2.
Archie Johnston, Rural
New Yorker, 1.
Harry G Silsby, beauty

BABY SHOW.

There were nine entries in
show, as follows:

the

baby

Isadore Patterson. Great Pond 1 months.
Percy Williams,
rt
Winfred Haynes.
2
Myrtle Reed, Biuehill.
16 months.
Gardiner Giles,
Amherst,
20
Prescott Sumner,
6
Thelma Sumner,
James Treadwell.
12
Alva Nickerson,
2 year*.

needle work and many fine pieces of burnt
wood work. Miss JuliaS. Jewett was the
largest exhibitor of fancy work. Mrs.

had a very fine display.
Mrs. A. C. Mclninch and Miss Nellie
Haynes made beautiful exhibits of burnt
work. A set of pen and ink drawings by
Arno Jewett, aged fourteen years, showed
remarkable skill.
The display of
pickles
preserves,
and canned goods made by Mrs. S. A.
Kenniston was admlred/and coveted by
w omen visitors.
There was a good showing of live stock,
all the stalls being filled.
The list of premiums awarded, presented
in full below, tells the story of the exhibits.

Guy Chick

also

ATTRACTIONS.

The principal attraction outside of the
regular eichibits was the show put on the
open-air stage by the Browns. There were
some good acts on the tight wire and
bicycle by the four members of the troupe.
Lynch’s baud, of Ellsworth, furnished
tnu9ic during the two days of the fair.
BALL GAMES.

ball games on Wednesday
aud Thursday, both of w hich were won
by Amherst. Wednesday’9game was with
an Aurora
teatn, and the score w as 14 to 8.
The game was interesting, and at one time
There

were

l>o the right thing if you have Nasal Catarrh. Get Ely’s Cream Balm at once. -Don’t
touch the catarrh powders and snuffs, for

•hey contain cocaine. Ely’s Cream Balm releases the secretions that inflame the nasal
passages and the throat, whereas medicines
made with mercury merely dpy up the secre-

tions and leave you no'better than you were.
In a word,
Ely’s Cream Balm is a real remedy,
not a delusion. All
50 cents, or
mailed by
New Yorfc.

druggists,

Ely Brothers,

56

various

kinds, six bushels of potatoes, and
of beans. The beans were
baked in the ground by William Watts,
the pastry was cooked by Mrs. Sarah Robinson and the meats by Mrs. W. G. Orcutt.
bushels

Horae8, Cattle, Poultry, etc.
Harry G Silsby, driving colt, 2y, 1; driving colt, 3y, 1. Ernest Roberts, draft team,
THE DANCES.
I'r1.
Arvill Jordan, driving horses, 2.
There were dances both
nights, the ban Jordan, draft colt, 2y, 1. Fred Grover.
2.
Chas
P
colt.
Silsby, span
3yf
grand ball taking place the second night. ! drividg
work horses, 1. LE Crosby, driving horse,
Monaghan's orchestra, of Ellsworth, fur- ; 1. Harry G Silshy, span driving horses. 1.
nished music. The attendance was good L A Mosher, colt, 3 mo, 1. Walter Rieh1
both nights, and everyone had a good ardson, draft colt, 2y, *2. Neni Grover,
span work horses, 2.
time.
Arvilie Jordan, Holstein bull, 3y, 1; bull,
ASMJLJATIOr. OFFICEUa.
| ly, 1; Jersey bull, 1; heifer, ly, 1; Jersey
1
John Gregg, grade Jersey. 1.
calf,
The officers of the fair association, to
Fred
Grover,
grade Jersey cow, 1
whom credit is due for the excellent ar- and 2.
Archie Johnston, Durham cow, 1.
rangements and the smoothness with Ora Frost, yoke steers, 2. Chas Smith,
cow. 1.
C M Smith, grade
which plans were carried out, are as fol- grade pol augus
Ayshire cow, 1; Dutch belt cow, 1; yoke
lows: Augustus Archer, president; WilHollis Giles, Holstein cow, 1;
oxen, 1.
liam J. Johnston, vice-president: Alvab
Durham cow, 2: native cow,
1; grade
N. Jewett, secretary: Dr. J. H. Patten, Guernsey cow, 1; grade Ayshire cow. 1:
Durham cow, 2; Hereford cow, 1; Jersey
treasurer; Forrest O. Silsby, J. G. Dun- cow, 2; Holsteiii calf, 1; grade Holstein. 1.
ham, Charles P. Silsby, Charles M. Smith, Hi Furbusb, Ayshire heifer, 1. Martin
E. Silsby, Alvah N. Jewett, Fletcher, yoke steers, 1.
Charles
Mrs E C Dunham, flock Coltswold sheep,
directors.
1. Harry G Silsby, Coltswold ram, 1;
1

PREMIUM

Following

Warren Street*

is

the

Southdown ewe, 1.

LIST.

list

of

Arvill Jordon, Berkshire sow and pigs,
Chester sow’ and pigs. 1.
Arvill Jordan, Plymouth Rock hens, 1;
Plymouth Roc* chicks, 1; R 1 Red hens, 1;
R I Red chicks, 1; pair doves, 1. Seth
Kenniston, Houdan chickens, 1. Elvin
Silsby, bantams, 1. Marion Crosby, hen
and chickens, 1.

premiums 1;
|
I

awarded:

Apples.
J. G. Dunham, Alexanders, 1; Nodheads,
1; dutchess. 2; wealthy, 1; Williams
favorite, 1; Kings, 1; fa me use, 2; K. I.
greening, 1. Charles Smith, hubbardstone, 1; nodhead. 1 and 2; Kings, 2; wolf
river, 1; starks, i; yellow bellflower, 2;
Baldwin, 2; rod astrachan, 2. S. A. KenArno Jewett,
niston, not hern spy, 1.
dutchess, 1; northern spy, 2; ram bo, 1;
2.
Wilbert 0
starks, 2; hubbbardstone,
Dunham, bellflower, 1. Archie Johnston,
1.
Harry
G
Koxbury russet,
Silsby, black
oxford, 1; wolf river, 2; Tolman sweet, 2.
William Orcutt. Roxbury russet, 2. Mrs
Carrie Campbell, Ben Davis, 1; Siberian
crab, 2. Harry Williams, maiden’s blush,
2. Mrs Sarah Robinson, wealthy, 2; golden
russet, 1. A D Archer, Alexander, 2; black
oxford. 2; Siberian crab, 1; Baldwin, 1;

naturally

and

If cleanses, scathes,
heals and projects
tLe diseased membrane resulting from
CataiTh and- drives
away a Cold in the
Head quir-’..ly. Re- IIAU
rPIfFD
stores the Senses of flril
IbVbn
Taste and Smell. Full size 30 els., at Drugor
mail.
Ia
gists
by
.liquid form, 75 cento,
bly Brothers, 58 Warren Street, New York-

as

BEECHAM’S PILLS

Beecham's Pills immediately relieve acute dyspepsia, and are
equally beneficial in chronic cases of indigestion and stomach weakness.
They gently stimulate the digestive organs and have a wholesome
effect upon the liver and bowels, cleansing and toning the entire digestive tract. Beecham's Pills relieve the weakened organs, establish
healthy conditions, improve the general health, create appetite and

Strengthen the Digestion
In boxes with full directions, 10c. end 25c.

OHNSON'S
ANODYNE.

LININENTI
FOR

Colds

Croup
Coughs
Catarrh

Cramps
Cholera

*1

Don’t let a cough or a
cold get a hold on you—it
may develop into something
Shake it off at
serious.
once—take a few drops of
Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment on sugar and see how
quickly it will bring relief.

Colic
Good for external pains
Asthma
too. For 9 7 years has cured
Bronchitis sprains, strains, muscular
Influenza rheumatism, sciatica, lumbago, stiff joints,lame back,

rsj
05ir

I IS

Drawings.

Mrs A A Mclnincb, pyrograph glove
box, 1; photograph box, 1 and 2. Mrs
Nellie Haynes, pyrograph padd'e, 2; pyrograph vase, 1. Mrs A C Mclninch, four
smart pyrograph paddles, 1; four large pyrograph paddles, 1. Arno Jewett (age 14)

Other Vegetables.
K1TTKKY TO CARIBOU.
J Q Dunham, sugar pie pumpkin, 2. C
Smith, onions, 2; Pikes Peak squash, 1;
Edwin J. Davis, a prominent shoe dealer
saxon squash, 1; salsify, 2:
parsnips, 1;
ruta baga
turnips, 1. S A Kenmston, of Bangor, died very suddenly Thursday
marrowfat peas, 2; crookneck squash, 1.
of heart disease aged fifty-five
Wilbeit C Dunham,
golden hubbard morning,
squash, 2; Boston marrow squash, 1; years.
golden bronze squash, t. Cecil S Dunhaqj,
Patents have been granted to Maine
Archie Johnston, all-season
citron, 2.
inventors as follows: H. L. Forhan, Portcabbage, 1; hubbard squash, 2; cucumbers,
1; cattle beets, 2; turnips, 2; dark Egyptian land, revolver for processing canned
beets, 1: water melon, 2; ox-heart carrots, goods.
2?fCM Smith, peppers, 1; white marrow
Roy Jarvis, aged twenty-two, of Middlepeas, 1; Ford hooks cucumbers, 1. Harry G
Hilsby, crookneck sqash, 2; English turnip ton, Mass., hunting near Charlotte, was
1. J H Patten, Butman squash, 1; Dunlap
killed last Thursday by the accidental
marrow squash, 2.
Arvill Jordan, Held
He was pulling the
Mrs Carrie Campbell, discharge of his rifle.
pumpkirs, 1.
tomatoes, 1; musk melon, 1; table beets, rifle from a wagon by the barrel.
Sarah
2.
Mrs
Kobinson, golden glow
Mrs. George Cook, aged forty-five, and
squash, 1. Arvill Jordan, watermelon, 1;
hubbard squash, 1; cream squash, 1. A D Mrs. Kate Floyd, aged forty-seven, sisters,
Archer, salsitv, 1: carrots, 1; white carrots, living alone in Martinsville, near Rock1; improved hubbard squash, 2; marble- land, were burned to death in a fire which
head squash, 1; parsnips, 2;
Ford hook
their home last Wednesday.
cucumbers, 1; cauliflower, 1. ElvinSilsby, destroyed
flat turnips, 2. Fred Grover, sugar pumpThe proposition to unite the Baptist and
kin, 1; Dunlap marrow squash, 2; apple Vree
Baptist denominations was approved
dumpling squash, 1. Mrs Leslie Craney,
golden hubbard squash, 1. Sewell Brim- by a vote of forty-one to thirty-six at the
annual meeting of the Maine Free Baptist
mer, largest pumpkin, 1; held pumpkin, 2.
Harvard Jordan, citron, 1; tomatoes, 2.
national
The
association last week.
In addition to above premiums, gratuithe final action. Only
ties were awarded on fruit and vegetables bodies will take
to A D Archer (2), Charles Smith ;3), two more states are to be heard from.
Arvill Jordan, Harvey Williams (2), Mrs
One chapter of a most unusual and comCarrie Campbell, Fred Grover (2), Elviu
criminal case came to a close
Silsby, Mrs John Gregg, John Gregg, Mrs plicated
Sunday when Sylvester J. Campbell, of
S L Brimmer.
Best display potatoes. C M Smith, flrst; Brunswick, who was threatened with prosWilliam G Orcutt, second.
Best display garden produce, C M Smith,
Foley’s Honey ami Tar cures coughs quickly,
strengthens the lungs and expels colds. Get
flrst; Mrs Carrie Campbell, second.
Best display of squash, Arvill Jordan, the genuine in a yellow package. G. A. Parcher.
first; C M Smith, second.
Best display apples, A D Archer, first;
C M Smith, second.
Sttjucrtistmtnta.

night, that for the second
night being a chicken supper. And they
were all good meals, too.
The crowd disposed of 300 pounds of
beef, 75 pounds of pork, 175 loaves of
bread, twenty chicken pies, 400 pies of
two

so

Nickerson, asters, 1; pansies, 1.

Fainting *

it quickly absorbed.
Gives Relief at Once.

Those who suffer with distress after eating, loss of appetite, biliousness, nausea, flatulence, and other derangements of the digestive
well and strong.
organs, should use the best means to get the stomach
Probably no other remedy will restore you to health so surely and

etc.

Try

it!

Ouamnteed under Food and Drnga
June at), lu«L Serial number 613.

lit—

25c.

a

Act,

bottle; large bottle holding three timet
Sold everywhere.
as much, 50c.

I. S. JOHNSON & CO.,

boston, mass.

Clarion Range Service

M

supper each

produce.

Clara

Reliable

Remedy
Ely’s Cream Balm

sary, 2.

THE EXHIBITS.

The ladies’ department, too, was ahead
of last year, and in quality and quantity
was one of the best displays ever seen at
was
much beautiful
Amherst. There

1.

A

Are You Troubled?

hebron, 1; Mills prize, 2. Mrs Carrie
Oampbell, gold coin, 1; early rose, 1; Carman No 1, 2; harmony beauty, 1.
A D
pen and ink drawings, 6 first premiums.
Archer, Carman No 1,1; harmony beauty, Mrs A C Mclninch, oil painting, animals,
new
Vermont
gold
coin,
2;
2;
queen, 1; 1; oil painting, 1; oil painting, figure, 1.
Miss Alice Siisby tage 11) paper flowers,
early Canada, 1; sprout from new queen, 2.
Elvin Silsby, early rose, 2; Mills anniver- 1. Elvio Siisby, raccoon, 1.
of

The judges, all men of many years’ exThe exhibition of fruit and vegetables perience and unquestioned bravery, were
at the ball was the largest ever shown at Ezra Williams, James Rice and Nahum
this fair, and the quality, too, was above Jordan. They bad an unusually hard task
the average. It was pronounced by many this year, as there were not prizes enough
the best showing of farm produce ever to go all the way around. They finally
C. M. Smith, reached a decision, and disappeared. It is
seen in Hancock county.
who as usual had charge of the hall, was a wise precaution on the part of the fair
put to his wit’s end to And space for all management to put the baby show near
the produce. In spite of additional tables the close of the fair. The awards, anbuilt since last year, there was not table nounced, after the judges had made good
room enough, and the floor was filled.
their escape, were as follows:
Mr. Smith was as usual a very large
Prettiest baby—Percy Williams, first;
exhibitor. He received first premiums for Thelma Sumner, second.
Heaviest baby—Prescott Sumner, first)
beat display of potatoes, and best display
of produce, and second premiums for best Alva Nickerson, second.
of
best
and
display
Lightest baby—lsadore Patterson, first;
display of apples
squash. William G. Orcutt had second James Treadwell, second.
of
potatoes,
premiums for best display
THE DINING HALL.
and Mrs. Carrie Campbell second premium
The dining hall was, as usual, in charge
JorArvill
for best display of produce.
of J. G. Dunham, and through his able
dan had the best display of squash, and A.
management and good corps of workers,
D. Archer the best display of apples, he
something like 2,000 meals were served
showing thirty-five varieties. Mr. Smith without confusion or
delay. There were
had thirty-one varieties. J. G. Dunham
three regular meals each day, and a dance
and Arvill Jordan were also large exhibitors of

Invest in brains. Every scholar adds
something to the riches of a commonwealth.

Mrs George Stickney, blackberries, 2;
blueberries, 2; strawberries, 2; apple jelly,
1; jar tomatoes. 1; jar cucumber, 1. Mrs
Carrie Campbell, maple syrup, 1. Mrs
S A Kenniston, 11 jars preserves, 1; 5 jars
canned goods, 1; 2 jars pickles, 2; 3 glasses
porter, 1: strawberry, 1; farneuse, 1; sumjelly, 2. Mrs Kenniston had the finest and
mer ram bo. 2; gravenste in, 1; blue pearand canned
main, 1; Ben Davis, 2. Arvill Jordan, largest collection of preserves
Tolman sweet, 1; porter, 2. Elvin Silsby, goods. Clara Nickerson, syrup, 2; maple
1.
Mrs C F
golden russet, 2. Mrs S L Brimmer, blue syrup, 1. C F Siisby, honey,
2.
Mrs S L Brim2; fameuse, 1; maiden's blush, Siisby, sample butter,
pearmain,
mer, sample butter, 1. Mrs Gilman Jorl; R. I. greening, 2.
dan, home-made cheese, 1. Mrs Irvin
Miscellaneous Fruits.
Haslam, pickles, 10 varieties, 1. Miss Etta
Arvill Jordan, grapes, 2; cranberries, 1.
Grover, sample cooking, 1. Mrs S A RobC M Smith, cranberries, 2. Mrs S L Green- inson, six pounds butter, 2.
Mrs E C
1.
ing, grapes,
Dunham, 3 lbs butter, 3. C F Siisby,
2.
1.
Wm
MrsC F
Grant,
Corn.
honey,
honey,
Grain, Beans, Pecs,
1. Wm Grant, cheese,
James Richardson, sweet corn, 1; pop Siisby, brown bread,
1.
Mrs S L Brimmer, print butter, 1;
corn, 1. Mrs Carrie Campbell, pole beans, brown
bread, 2.
1.
Arvill Jordan, sweet corn, 2; evergreen
Flowers and Plants.
corn, 2; yellow Canada corn, 2. C M Smith
Mrs Emma Sumner, potted plants, 1.
oats, 1. Elvin Silsby, yellow corn, 1; popcorn, 2. Arvill Jordan, yellow-eye beans, 1. Mrs J G Dunham, sweet peas, 15 varieties,

close, but it was like a family affair, with
no very partisan rooters for either side,
which detracted somewhat from the excitement.
was

>

chet apron, 1.
Mrs Susan Kenniston, log
cabin quilt, 1.
Mrs Susan Treadwell (age
87) print quilt, 1. Mrs Addie Abbott,
worsted quilt (made by Mrs Proudy, who
has but one hand) 1; print quilt, 2. Laura
Roberts, knit woolen hose, 1; men’s woolen
gloves, 1; men’s knit mittens, 1 and 2;
boys’ woolen hose, 1. Sarah Fletcher, worsted quilt, 1.
Mrs James Craney, lawn
quilt, 1. Mrs Howard Jordan, men’s
woolen gloves, 2; bed slippers, 1. Mrs
Gilman Jordan, rug, 1; ladies’ hose, 1;
Mrs Laura Roberts, shoulder
yarn, 1.
shawl, 1. Mrs Howard Jordan, scrim
sofa pillow, 2; drawn work pin cushion, 1.
Mrs Sarah Fletcher, ladies’ fancy undervest, 1. Mrs Susan Crosby, pillow slips,
1; Mrs James Emery, crochet bedspread, 1.
Best display of fancy work, Miss Julia
Jewett, first; Mrs Guy Chick, second.
Preserves, Pickles, Eic.

Thursday’s

EVER MADE.

|

vester’s wife. Later investigation led to
suspicion t bat Sylvester had trumped up
the charge against his brother as a result
of a quarrel over their father’s estate. Sylvester was locked up Saturday, and was to
have been taken to Portland Monday for
examination.

handkerchief, 1; pillow slips, 1. Mrs
Laura Roberts, safety-pin bolder. 1; outline table piece, 1;
sheet and pillow
slips. 2; crochet chair tidy, 2; velvet
cushion, 2. Mrs Kelley, hooked rug, 2;
knit rug, 1.
Mrs George Stickney, button
rug, 1. Mrs Kelley, log cabin quilt, 2.
Mrs George Stickney, hemstitched apron,
2.
Mrs Ella Siisby, men’s stockings, 2;
leggins, 1. Miss Celia Silsby1# women’s
stockings, 2. Mrs Grafton Googins, cro-

m*i5“‘riU«j
it fUL.fK1

AMHERST FAIR,

for subornation of
perjury,
banged himself in a cell in the jail there,
was largely through Sylvester Campjit
I bell’r evidence that his brother, Millard
F. Campbell, of Monmouth, was convicted
in the superior court at Portland, a short
i
tiipe ago, of a felonious assault upon Syl

Agnes Ritchie, ring sofa pillow, 1; crochet
sofa pillow, 2; ring pyrograph frame, 1;
crochet star doily, 1; crochet doily, 1;
crochet center piece, 1; Jap doily, 1; perfume
bag, 1. Alice Siisby (aged 11)

itft'

aimrrttsnnmt*

edition

Domestic Manufactures.
Mrs E C Dunham, silk sofa pillow, 1.
Mrs George Stickney, velvet sofa pillow, 1;
crochet tidy, 2.s Mrs Cassie Colburn,
drawn work waist set, 1; oriental darned
work, 1. Miss Julia S Jewett, embroidered
worsted quilt, 2; kimono. 1; outline stand
cloth, 2; sideboard scarf, 1; workbag, 1:
handkerchief case, 1; coat hanger, 1; pipe
rack, 1; pin-cushion, 1; crazy sofa pillow,
1; huckabuek sofa pillow, 1; handkerchief j
sofa pillow, 1; embroidered scrim cushion. ]
1; embroidered gingham sofa pillow, 1;
embroidered burlapcushiou, 1; wallacbiaa
embroidered waist, 1. Mrs. Guy Chick,1

Fancy Work,

t

THE CONSTIPATION
RESPONSIBLE FOR

IS

is unusual.
It is even—accurate—economical. All this because CLARION construction is exact,carecarefully cast and
a fully planned,
carefully fitted. CLARIONS

are pre-eminently (qualified to
work well, just as they
b do your
are doing in thousands of Maine
homes.

|

THE IMPERIAL CLARION.

I CSTA,f3LvSMED
Sold

by

Bangor. Me.

WOOD & BISHOP CO..

Ellsworth. Maine.

J. P. ELDRIDGE.

NOW IS THE TIME
to have that furnace

put in. Be sure that it
is a Ivineo, and then
you will be

sure

of

good results, great
heating efficiency,

EVIL.

MOST CASES

A great variety of patterns
but only one quality.
Ask your local agent about
CLARIONb, or write US.

economy in fuel and

OF

durability.

PILES.
the blood vesof the lower bowel and often causes
piles. Women, and all other indoor workers, are the most frequent sufferers. But
curing constipation alone won’t cure piles.
needed internal
A special medicine is
treatment, to strengthen the flabby veins
blood
and start pure
circulating.
Dr. Leonhardt’s Hem-Roid is the only
internal pile cure. Sold under guarantee,
fl at E. G. Moore's or Dr. Leonhardt Co.,
Station B, Buffalo, N. Y. Write for booklet.

Constipation paralyzes

se.s

F. B. AIKEN,
Noyes

& Nutter

Mokes Breed that Combines
COLOR.
ASK

Alfg. Co.,

Banger, Me.

TOWNTAUC;
HIGHEST

Agt.,

ELLSWORTH, ME.

FINEST

FLAVOR'.
YOUR

GREATEST

NUTRITION* ^

GROCER

f
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agoonCapt. Deasy’s farm—a strawberry
plant bearing fruit which was well grown
and commencing to ripen.
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driving

through Southwest Harbor one day last
week, picked from an orchard a large
cluster of apple blossoms, full blown.
The tree was loaded with apples.
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lake, Ellsworth’s new pond,
last week produced something new in
birds, wtien Richard Moore shot a duck
to
which puzzled local ornithologists
name. It was finally pronounced a doubleLeonard
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DANIEL S. EMERY DEAD.

John S. Emery A Co.,
Ship Owner* and Agent*.
Daniel S. Emery died suddenly Friday
For music lovers from all over eastern
Maine all roads lead to Bangor (or the morning at his home in Newton,, Mass.
rest of this week. It is the week of the For more than fifty years he had been
Maine music festival—the twelfth annual identified with shipping interests, and
event, and it promises in brilliancy and was president of the John 8. Emery Co.,
enthusiasm to surpass its illustrious pred(incorporated) one of the largest owners
ecessors.
of sailing r»f' in New England.
Etna y was seventy-five years
Daniel 8
True, with the exception of the great
tenor Beddoe and Cecil Fanning, and the ! old. He was ourn in Sallivan. In 1860 he
I
equally great contralto Madame Bouton, went to Boston, and seven years later enall the other artists are appearing here for ! gaged in business as a ship broker with
the first time. Yet it is also true that i his brother, John 8. Emery. He owned a
has
fleet of sailing vessels that traded in all
Direct or-in-Cbief Chapman
never
failed to make good in bringing singers | parts of the world and gave the company
who are not well known in this section of ! a wide reputation.
He had been a director in the New Engthe country.
At

mates tbat within

TOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
v

MUSIC FESTIVAL

CiUSSlP

Bangor-Kenowned Artists-Great
(Orchestra—Brilliant Chorus.

Head

of

STATEMENT

Boston

of the condition of I he

UNION TRU8T COMPANY
to the First National Bank of
successor

mm
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Demknd Loan*.
I
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DIRECTORS:

No one who has heard in recent year- land Marine Insurance Co., aud of the
orchestra which Mr. ^Chapman brings East Boston Dry Dock Co. He was a memwith him from New York—the pick of the ber of the board of managers of the AmeriThis week’s edition of The
from the Metropolitan and Man- can Bureau of Shipping of New York, a
crested cormorant, in winter plumage, in players
American is 2.4.W copies.
hattan opera houses—will waat to miss director of the Boston Insurance Co., the
which dress the crests which give the bird j
Boston Chamber of Commerce, Commercial
the treat the orchestra always gives.
2,430 its name do not appear. The bird is black, I The chorus is made
Average for the year of 1907,
up as usual of the national bank, a member of the Boston
about thirty inches long, withjbare orange j
local choruses in this section of the State, marine society, the Bostonian society, the
spots around the eyes and at the base of !
WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 7, 190S
and can be counted on to do its share New England Ship-Owners’ association,
its round, hooked bill. The cormorant is
the Pine Tree club, Katahdin club and the
towards making the festival a success.
a fisher, but catches its prey in a different
The programs are sufficiently varied to Hunnewell club, of Newton.
manner from most fishiog ducks.
Flying
His wife was Miss Lydia Hill, of Sullimeet all tastes; in fact, it would be hard
just above the surface of the water, the
to choose if one is asked to say which of van, who survives him, with two children,
NATIONAL ELECTION, NOV. 3, 190s. cormorant, catching|sight of a fish, sudthe five is better than the others.
Georgia H. and Ralph C. Emery.
denly dives after it and swimming under
The bright particular star of this year's I In his home Mr. Emery had an interestwater swiftly, it catches the fish and
FOR PRESIDENT.
festival is Mine. Ellen Beach Yaw, who is
ing collection of curios, brought by his
comes to the surface with it held firmly
William H.
in the usual ships from many lauds. He also owned a
iu its hooked bill, from which there is no not only an operatic soprano
OF OHIO.
but also who sings higher notes collection of paintings and engravings of
escape. Then tossing the fish in the air, sense,
famous vessels.
it catches it head-first as it comes down, than ever came from human throat.
FOR VICE-PRESIDENT,
Funeral services were held at the NewBesides Mine. Yaw there are Mesdames
and swallows it whole. Sometimes the
and Bouion, and ton home Sunday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock.
James S.
cormorant perches cn a dead limb from Jomelli, Mihr-Hardy,
Messrs. Beddoe, Fanning, Waterous, MarOF NEW YORK.
which it dives for its prey after the manshall and Hill—artists all and sure to meet
Sullivax Harbor, Oct. 5 (special)
ner of the kingfisher.
The cormorant is j
the expectations of the great audiences This community was greatly shocked by
a
not
at
visitor
here.
It
summers
issued
were
frequent
Proclamations
|
§
the news of the sudden death of Daniel
in the far north and winters south of Vir- which will greet them.
Augusta last Wednesday by Gov.
For the benefit of the choruses and those S. Emery, of Newton and Boston, and
and
Illinois.
The
!
bird
shot
here
Cobb, calling for special elections in ginia
attending the festival from Hancock and formerly of this place.
was a stray migrant.
the second and fourth congressional
Mr. Emery left his home last Tuesday
Washington counties, a special train will
Conin
districts to fill the short terms
leave Bangor at 12 midnight Saturday for to attend the family reunion at Newbury,
lEomaponUrncc.
all points on the Mt. Desert branch aud Mass., but was taken ill soon after arrivgress made vacant by the resignation
ing there, and taken home at once where
Washington County railroads.
of Rep. Charles E. Littlefield, of the
Forest Preservation.
There will be five concerts—Thursday he died of heart trouble Friday morning,
West Franklin, Oct. 5.1908.
second district, and by the death of
evening. Friday afternoon and evening Oct. 2, at the age of seventy-five years.
Bep. Llewellyn Powers, of the fourth To the Editor of The American:
Mr. Emery was one of those active and
About once in two years, when the snow and Saturday afternoon and evening. The
district. The elections will be held on
is admitted to the morning re- energetic men who yet always found time
covers the earth, certain nice
pleas- public
the same day as the presidential elec* deeply
ant gentlemen become highly interested hearsals for a small fee. Tickets for the to do a kind deed and speak a kind w ord
tion, Nov. 3.
in forest preservation. They interview concerts Thursday and Friday evenings for others. He always kept up his inthe people’s representatives and impress are $1, fl.50 and |2;
Saturday evening, terest in his home town, where now reThe appointment of Hon. John B. their minds with the importance of a good , fl.50, $2 and |3. Tickets for the afternoon sides, out of a large family, only his twin
Redman aa judge of the mnnicipal j appropriation of the people's money for j concerts, 75c, fl and fl.50. Admission, sister, Mrs. A. 8. Cummings, for whom
without reserved seat on Saturday night, great sympathy is felt by all. as well as for |
court of Ellsworth, which Gov. Cobb the purpose.
his immediate
Several lookouts have been established fl; other nights, 50 cents.
family, consisting of h
has announced bis intention of makThe Maine Central has made a round I widow, daughter and son.
on as many high mountains in Maine to
an
emias
;
ing, is generally regarded
To all who knew him, and they are many, i
notify the land-owners of the starting of trip rate of 90 cents, good from to-morrow
sent ly fitting one. His long experience
forest fires. In the springtime some ftf- (Thursday) until next
Monday. The for few had a larger circle of friends, this j
j
at the bar and his recognized legal teen hundred
good selectmen of Maine are round trip fare for each day of the concert news comes as a personal loss.
ability render him a worthy successor posting notices, “Beware of setting fires.’’ j is 75 cents, returning next day. The railto the present incumbent, John A- Usually the notices are posted as near as road also makes a round trip rate of 75
Preserver of Our Language.
It is possible to conceive of an uneduPeters, whom Ellsworth has elected possible (without exciting suspicion of cent* good from Saturday until Monday.
its representative to the legislature. : being personal) to the dwellings of those
| cated community dwelling in some J
secluded region, and cut off from inter
At the close of bis term, about Dec. 1, ! who have tne reputation of being careless j
EMERY REUNION.
course with
their fellow men, which)
Peters will have held the office with fire.

Eugene Hale,

William F. ratnphell,
I>r Fred A Chmd'er.
Henry \V. eusiiuitn
B. Giabtive
I iiein- * a. Emery.
John K Graham.’
Myer Gal leu.
Henry H. Gray.

the

THE LARGE and

REPUBLICAN NOMINEES.

All>ert E. Mace
Prank C. Na.tt'

w A. Havev
Frank L. H-u'tekms,
Barm v B. Havey.
L Fine Ho?m«>t,
Arno W. King.
Elias P. Lawrence,
Kd»vm G. Merrill.

A. Peter".'
f'hn
I.'IHI M. Pll„-

W. Suite,,
SiK,(l,lr,|

Mim-r P.
Julin 0.

Wliltnej.

INCREASING

BUSINESS

Taft,

of the Eastern Trust & Banking Company show,
that the people realize that it is a Safe anil Conservative Banking Institution.
Your account is
invited with assurance of satisfaction in even
transaction.

Sherman,

—

EASTERN TRUST & BANKING CO.
BANGOR,

MAINK.

Capital. #1 7rt.<H*O.0O
Surplus ami Profits EAKNKO. $410.1.11.0'.!.
Deposits, over $.l.;f4l!,Ooooo.

NOT ENOUGH GOOD

THE DOE BUSINESS
RlKirthtnd and bu«m*»**

COLLEGE,

j

In seasons when it rains two or three
for twelve years. Since i
times every week, the abo.’e precautions
the establishment of the court, in 1869,
are generally sufficient.
But in seasons
the judges of the municipal court have j when there
have been two weeks of dry
1
been A. F. Drinkwater to 1881; J. B. weather, without
any rain, forest fires
Redman to 1885; G. P. Dutton to 1896;
as
over the
entire

J. A. Peters

to

1908.

spring

up

State.

The lookouts become useless owing

Interesting Meeting of the Family at
West Newbury, Mass.

approximately #25,000,000. Concerning the live stock of the State it was
stated that present indications show a
falling off. One reason for the decrease in
young cattle is that on
account of the high price of meat a
well fatted calf six weeks old is worth
as much as a yearling, and consequently they are being put upon the
market instead of being raised. The
increase in valuation is due largely to
the development of the various industries.
Recent announcements

from

the

meetings of the tuberculosis congress,
in session at Washington are
little short of sensational. The startnow

ling claim is made that a serum has
been discovered that will scotch this
most serious of diseases known to the
human race. Science, it is said, is on
the verge of giving to the world a
serum that will make mankind immune to the effects of tuberculosis.
A
group of eminent men last week permitted it to be known that the longsought means of immunization to consumption has at last been found. This
the most important announceof the fourth day session of the
International Congress of Physicians.

proved
ment

The men who believe that this safeguard against tuberculosis may be
affected through
immunizing the

body just as vaccination does
regard to smallpox, are distinguished in their respective branches
human

with

twenty-seventh reunion of the
Emery family was held Tuesday, Sept. 29,

by magic

Are Babies Moral?
expect paternal feelings in a
five.’* says Dr. Woods Hutchingin
Iranian’*
Horn*
Companion.

“We do not

bury.

musical ensemble; Johnston and Hardy;! mittee. There were quite a number of
Piccolo’s Midgets, Leo Donnelly, Mar- | articles of historic interest displayed in
seilles, Shungopavi, and several new acts the main hall.
St. John’s memorial hall was] erected in
to be announced later.
memory of Eliphalet Emery, his grand-

Emery, and] |nephew,
Noyes, by Miss Mary E.
Emery, Miss Louisa J. Emery, Miss Frances J. Emery and Miss Georgianna
Emery.
son, Samuel E.
Nathaniel Emery

BOSTON THEATRE.

The welcome received by the Boston
theatre stock company last week seems to
leave no doubt as to the place held by this
organization in the estimation of the
Gray Family Reunion.
The second annual reunion of the Gray theatre-goers of the Hub.
For a second week Mr. Keith has secured
family was held in Dedham town hall,
“Salomy Jane”, in which Miss Eleanor
Saturday, Oct. 3, and was much enjoyed Gordon will appear in the title role,
by all present. At noon sixty persons The play is one of the best which has been
partook of a bountiful picnic dinner, built around the stories of Bret Harte.
After dinner
served in the dining-room.
It is in four acts, beautifully staged, and
the meeting was called to order by the laid
among the Californian redwoods.
and
A.
was
George
Gray,
prayer
preaident,
Following “Salomy Jane”, “The Royal
offered by Mrs. Mary Gray.
Family” will be the attraction.
The following offioera were elected for
_

evening (lancing

was

enjoyed.

preserve

unimpaired

The exercises closed at 4 o’clock with
singing of “Auld Lang Syne”. The
menu card contained a fine cut
of^the old
Emery homestead.
the

|

son

“Why,

then, should

we

of those

a

very low

same

compound

words

ana

phrases

and

There

eye is

are

fifty

enormous.

such

eyelets

in

e

eh

in

the ant, 1,100 are allowed the drone bee,
and 3,500 the "workers”. Our pet kitchen
fly has 8,000 chancesof seeing food crumbs,
the beetle over 6,000, while more than
13,000 aid the dragon-fly in his eleemosynary pursuit of the mosquito, offset somew-hat by several thousand awarded the
latter for a "sporting chance”. The haw k
moth gets pictures compounded by 30,000
contributors. Over 2o,000 window tbe
brain of the mordella (beetle), and 60,000
so it is claimed-contribute to the
happy
lives of some butterflies.—Dr. Edward A.
Ayert, in Harper'« Magazine.

you hare bad it out with your wife?
manage it?” "Took her up
in McLemore’s cove. There there ia tha
moat remarkable echo
in the world.”
“How did that cure her? What did the
echo have to do with her malady?” “The
echo had the last word.”

voice)—Tommy, How did you

your grandfather is very sick. Can’t you
say something to cheer him up a bit?
Tommy (in an earnest voice)—Grandfather, wouldn’t you like to have soldiers
at your funeral?

“For many years I have heen a sufferer from bronchial catarrh, and had
despaired of anything Hire a cure.
Judge oi my pleasant surpiiae when I
first used Hyomel, which
brought
complete relief. Hxomri has been a
veritable godsend.”
Rev. Charles
—

Hartley, Sardinia, Obio.

Thousands of catarrh sufferers have

given

up in despair. They have tried
the thrilling appeal, *8irr, was you iver a stomach dosing, snuff,
sprays and
grammatical forms and constructions, i mother?’ To"
appeal to a child’s better douches without success, and now beBut were such a dialect once exposed to
lieve
catarrh to be incurable.
nature, while excellent, in moderation,
frequent commnnication with members of often does little more than make a
But O. A. Parcher, the druggist,
world
the outside
using a somewhat
holds
out hope to all distressed. He
different form of the same tongue, it would hypocrite out of him before bia time.
sells a remedy called Hyomei, which
have to be endowed with extraordinary
“He has got your hair, and his mother's
tenacity to hold its methods of expression eyes and voice, and some of your little la guaranteed for catarrh, colds,
unchanged.
coughs, bronchitis, asthma and croup.
But what such seclusion from contract tricks of manner—and temper—now, and
Hyomei (pronounced tligh-o-me is
with others might do for the speech of he is just as safe to develop your superb medicated
air, full of the healthy virthe uneducated, the establishment of a self-control and civic devotion and con- tue* of the
mountain pines.’ You
great literature certainty does for the
It strengthens sideration for others if you will only give breathe in the delightful antiseptic
speech of the educated.
and
aa it paases over the inflamed
and intensifies the feeling which leads men him time-and set him a good example. air,
to cling to what already exists. It indisMeanwhile p.eaching to him that he and germ-ridden membrane, it allays
the inflammation, kills the germs,
poses them to substitute for it or plsce
should possess these qualities will expeand drives out the disease.
alongside of it any new forms or constructions. It cannot and it does not prevent dite matters precious little, and unless
A complete Hyomei outfit, includchange entirely; but it reduces it to its backed up by example, not at all. Re- ing a hard rubber
inhaler, costs but
lowest possible terms. Literature, in fact,
member that life and growth of all sorts tl, and an extra bottle of
Hyomei, if
anchors language, and holds it firmly to
a
and
are
but
to
afterwards
environment,
response
its moorings.
books
and
Its great
its
needed, coats but -50 cents.
great authors are read and studied and imi- new responses can only occur as oppor- See G. A. Parcher about it to-dav.
tated everywhere by successive generais afforded for them.”
tions the

“3o

Mother (in

SURPRISED MINISTER.

A

child of

expect any other
race-regarding impulses which
Even to appeal to the
we term ‘morality?’
‘better feelings' ot a child of eight or ten
is often almost as irrational as the celebrated apostrophe of the emotional Irish
barrister, who in the tine frenzy of his
for genera- j
peroration whirled upon the judge with

John’s memorial hall. West NewDuring the forenoon the descendphere.
ants of the Emery family visited the
That nine-tenths of these fires are caused Emery homestead on Curzon Mill
road,
by carelessness there is no doubt. There near Artichoke river. At 1 o’clock about
is a movement on foot to ask for a law the
sat
down
to
dinner
in
the
seventy
banquet
coming winter to prevent men and boys room of the hall.
from roaming the woods in dry seasons.
The invocation at the dinner was inIn my opinion some laws to prevent the voked
by Rev. Rufus Emery, of WearNewtrains from starting fires are most needed.
bury. At the business session the followOne train started five fires between here
ing officers were elected: Honorary presand Washington Junction in one day, that
ident, Rev. Rufus Emery; president, Fredburned over nearly 2.000 acres of green erick Lincoln
Emery, Lexington; viceland. The bushes and grass are cut on
president, Judge Lucilius A. Emery, of
the right of way, allowed to remain there,
Ellsworth, Me.; secretary and treasurer,
and
tions. This natural influence has always
easily ignite, destroying
many Miss Jessie Fremont Emery, of Boston;
existed:
modern
have
-but
acres of green growth.
One fire started executive
committee, Allan Comstock strengthened and extendedagencies
it to a degree
by the train, on No. 8, burned over eight Emery, of Newton; Lois Emery Smith, of once
and indeed inconceivimpracticable
hundred acreg of land, and notning whatBrookline; Thomas J. Emery, of Boston, able.
The invention of printing, with the conever was done to stop it.
I fear that forest and Miss
Georgianna Emery.
sequent wide diffusion of education, has
is
a
dream
never
to
preservation
be
A resolution was passed at the meeting rendered
misleading all the inferences
realized.
C. E. Butler.
that any person of Emery blood may be- about the future of modern languages
drawn
from
the fate of the ancient. The
come a life member of the Emery associaconditions surrounding them are too
A M rsEM KN T N OTES.
tion by paying $10, only the interest of the
essentially different to justify applying to
money to be used, unless otherwise voted the one lessons drawn from the experience
KEITH’S THEATRE, BOSTON.
of the other. There may be for our speech
the association.
by
Alice Lloyd, the English comedienne, is
Remarks w'ere made by the president, perils in abeyance which will threaten its
playing to crowded houses at Keith's and and he introduced
perpetuity: but they will not be of the
Rev. Rufus Emery, who nature of those w’hich affected the lanhas been held over for another week. Ala short history of the Emery
gave
guages of antiquity.—Processor Thomas R.
family
though Miss Lloyd is proving such a mag- in West
Newbury. Other speakers were Lounsbury, in Harper's Magazine.
net, the surrounding bill is even stronger
Judge Emery, chief justice of the supreme
than that of last week.
The Many-eyed Insects.
court of Maine; Hon. Lewis Emery, of
Another
strong attraction is Julius
We can see the single eyes of some inBlake
Bradford,
Pa.,
Lucy
Poore,
Steger and company playing the “Fifth
Prof. Charles Bradley, of the North- sects without a lens, as in the locust. In
Commandmenf’-a revelation in vaudewestern university; Eben Emery, of New viewing the house-fly we need a lens.
ville. La Sylphe is another sensational
York; John C. Chase, of Derry, N. H., and The big visible bulging eyes we see are
feature that may be held over.
eomt*osed of thousands of unit coneothers.
Then there is Ed F. Reynard, the venshaped eyes bound into one compound
A vote of thanks was extended to the
triloquist, who has inuunerable figures,
eye each, of more or less spherical shape.
all of whom take part in a well-constructed Rev. Rufus Emery for his efforts’ in writI'nder a lens they look like glass-eyed
play. Of equal importance will be Wins- ing and publishing a complete^history of pavement bent to
convexity. Their faceted
A vote of thanks was exton's sea lions—remarkable performing the Emerys.
cornea? are variously set in square, hextended to the Misses Emery for the use of
animals.
agonal, or prismatic frames. Each glisThe entire bill is made up of features of the hall. The question of holding a yearly tening facet is the cornea lens of a distinct
this character, including the Adelman reunion was left to the executive com- self-working eye. Their number in each
in St.

of medicine both in this country and
abroad.

the ensuing year: George A. Gray, presivice-president;
dent; Adalbert Gray,
Winifred B. Gray, secretary and treasurer.
The committee on arrangements consists
Of Colman Gray, Lizzie Gray, Alvertie E.
Gray, Carrie F. Gray and Adalbert Gray.
Committee on entertainment, Addie Gray,
Carrie Gray Ingalls, Hester Gray Snow,
Winifred B. Gray, Mary Gray Johnson,
Cora Johnson and Ethel Gray Parsons.
After the business meeting, a program
consisting of reading, ainging and phonograph selections was carried out. In the

buryport A>ir*. ]

The

to the thick smoke that fills the atmos-

From information obtained at the office of the State assessors, it is learned
that the valuation of Maine will show
an increase this year of not less than
#10,000,000, and that the increase in
valuation the past two years will be

From the ye

j

would

H. N. DOE. President
RaMsOK. MAINE.

courses.

J

Judge
continuously

STENOGRAPHERS!

Thi* demand fur thoroughly competent stenographers in far grea'er than
the
supply. Why don’t YOU take up this pleasant, profitable employment * nur
l'j-unge College Journal tells how we have helped hund eds of other ambitious
young |*enpte, and ean help YOU. Write to-day lor free copy.

|

tunity

£Sl.intrb.

Greenland’s Ice Cap.
The Largest mass of ice in the world tills
up nearly the whole of the interior of
Greenland. It is one and a half miles
thick. The ice has accumulated since before the dawn of history. It is believed
to form a block 800,000 square miles in
area.
According to ihese statistics, this
lump of ice is larger in volume than the
whole body of w ater in the Mediterranean.
Pluck is worth infinitely more than luck.
Wisdom isofttiraes nearer when we stoop
than when we soar— William Wordtxcorth.
A

young mother had been overheard by

six-year-old son criticizing a neighbor
in rather plain terms. Within a few days
the subject of discussion was making a
her

formal call, and for

a

garded by

boy

the small

long time
wntli

was

re-

unusual in-

He began a solemn parade around
visitor’s chair, studying her from
every point of view.
“Son,” said his
mother, “what are you doing?I think you
terest.
the

are

a

very

rude

little

boy!”

ean

oDly

find one.”

Dfsfnm Cannot

HOOP

TWios-Farmeni
dren make money cutting balsam
Balsam
fia

and

1Sr

twig*.

Shipment* must be made by boat.
Write at on e lor particular*.
Pink V:ll»>w
Co.. Wood Building. New York City.
ami iufant*'
Coat* for all
Mr*.
to
No. 3 School St. Ellsworth

Dressmaking—children’*
dressmaking of all kind*.
Prices
reasonable.

ages.

Carter,

Applv

Special Xatiua.
OS' D.SSOLl'TION <>»' COPARTNERSHIP.
subscriber* berebv gi\e notice; tbit
the CQ; partnership heretofore existing
bet wee u Harry A. Brown and Lewis K Robinf Ur* wu
son. under the Arm name and style
&
Robinson, engaged in the boat oui.»i:ng
business at Manset, Southwest Harbor, county of Hancock, Stale of Maine, is hereby dissolved. The boat building business hitherto
Rconducted bv Harry A. Brown and Lfo
Bpbinson will be carried on in the : li wi-.liHarry A. Brown wbo is to pay til the
tiea of the firniN All accounts and claim- doe
the co-partnership are to be paid to Harrv A.
Brown.
Harry A. Brown
Lbwih K. BotuN" s.
Southwest Harbor. Maine, Sept. 16. '•>*NOTICE

THE

<

“But,

mamma," he replied with an air of injured
innocence, “you said she was two-faced,

and I

POLKS—300.000 ten-foot birch hoop
poles. H. B. Phillips. Ellsworth

JUga:

«.

subscriber hereby gives notice tbM
she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
ASA B. YOUNG, late of DEDHAM,
in the county of Hancock, deceased. »ud
All pt rsop*
given bonds as the law directs.
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the saiue for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requeated to make payment immediate)?
ALMfcNA \0C5i0.
Dedham. 8ept. 28, 1908.
subscriber hereby give* nonce ths*
he haa been duly appointed administrator with the will annexed of the estate of
ELMENA H. BREWER, late of LOS

THE

C«ir*Hl
by local application;*, as they cannot reach
the diseased portion of the ear. There is only
one way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional remedies. Deafness is caused by
an inflamed condition of the mucous lining of
the Eustachian Tube. When this tube ia inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and when it is eutirely closed.
Deafness is the result, and unless the inflammation ran be taken out and this tube restored
to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine cases out of ten are
caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but an
inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
case of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure. .Send
for circulars, free.
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take! 1Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
h«*

fax Salt.

APPLES—On50 trees. Purchaser
'\LTINTER
to gather them.
Ralph B. Cushmak,
Y?
“Mamma,” aaid little Elsie, “do men Ellsworth.
Twaddles—Tommy, I am not] at all
Brooklin Schooner Lost.
ever go to Heaven?”
of
“Why,
course, my
pleased with the report your mother gives
The fifty-nine-ton fishing schooner J* of
dear. Why did you ask?” “Because I
your conduct to-day. Tommy Twadfttlp tBanUH.
H. Perkins, of Brooklin, Capt. Morton J.
see any
never
pictures :of angels with
dles—I knowed you would not be, and I
whiskers.” “Well,” said the mother
around 50 to look after our business
Kent, which went ashore on Goat island, told her so. But she went
in this county.
right ahead and thoughtfully‘some men do go to Heaven, MAN
Special Inducement
off Cape Porpoise, after running into a
tbie mouth, permanent.
O. R. Bonn & Co.
made the report. Jest like a woman, ain’t but they get there by a close shave.”
Nurserymen, Manchester, Conn.
guy wire stretched by a dredger, will be
it?
John and Pat were two friendly
a total loss. She was built at Essex,
English
Mass.,
“William,” she said, “means ‘good’, workmen, who were constantly tilting,
Stofeirtlfcmnits,
in 1867.
James means ‘beloved’;I wonder—” a flush each one trying to outwit t he other. “Are
You know that a little thought and a mantled her cheek. “I wonder,” Bhe you good at measurement?” asked John.
little kindness are often worth more than softly murmured, “what
George means?” “I am that,” said Pat quickly. "Then
In 14 States. Strout’s roam
a great deal of
money. This charity of “George means business, I hope,” said could you tell me how many shirts I could
moth illustrated catalog of bar
is
not
to
be
|
exercised
out of a yard,” asked John. "Sure,”
thought
merely
get
with
State
maps mailed/Wr; wi
toward the poor; it is to be exercised mother, looking up from the Easter wed- ssid Pat. “it depends on whose
k.r. fare. • L A. STIOUTCO..
yard voa
toward all men—John Ruakin.
| ding announcements in the evening paper. get into.”
Rym Dealers, 335 Water St. Averts. Ms
Pa

ForSalet^teS

__

THE

-----

ANGELES COUNTY, CALIFORNIA,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present to
same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
are requested to make payment immediately.
ALvaio R. McFarland
Salisbury Cove, Sept. 28. 1908.__
subscriber

notice that

fives

hereby
he has been duly appointed adroini*
THE
trator of the estate of

A.

CLAY, also known as ELLA
CLAY, late of BLUEHILL.
an
in the county of Hancock, deceased,
given bonds as the law directs. All P
sons having demands against the estate
said deceased are desired to present tbesame
for settlement, and all indebted thereto
requested to make payment immediately.
Fobhest B- p»ow_
Bluehill, Oct. 1, 1908.
ELLA

V.

that
subscriber hereby gives notice

he has been duly appointed admini*
THE
of the estate
trator de bonis
non

of

CORDELIA BfcOW, late of Eden,
an
in the oounty of Hancock, deceased,
Al P*
given bonds as the law directs.
f
estate
the
inlands against
said deceased are desired to
ror
»me
settlement, and all Indtbtsa
thereto are requested to make Pa?m*
w
Almon C. Snowmediately.
Oct 6, 1908.

oj
.Vre?£3#bted

CITY 3IEETING.
to be known
jiew highway,
A8 DAVIS STREET.

ACCOUNTS PASSED—OTHER
OF BUSINESS—MANY

Of

MATTERS

forBILIA FOR fighting
est FIRES.
was
present. Mayor
The full txwrti
at the regular meetSioontnn inthechair,
eveno( ,he city government Monday
routine
Tb re "as little outside
The bills
the meeting.
busintss before
forest tires were discussed at
for lighting
and it was decided to post•cme length,
until|a later meeting.
M action thereon

I.

T

L

FwsfJ.
Police-

were

OP^OCOOWTS

passed
WO.

8.

Eugene D Brann,
Eugene P Warren,
Michael G Abram,
Andrew M Moor,
Mictufol J Drummcy,
Poor.
R Power Co.
gleetric light, B H * U
Eit C R Foster,
Pep care cem.
ins hos,
Me
Eastern
Maine Insane hospital,

Amount.
$18 28
48 00
800
70
29 8 S3
183 33
600

B E Springer.
Mrs H H Emerson,
Mary A Hodgkins.
Andrew M Moor,
Library Bureau,
Wallace Raymond,
fire dept.
Albert Hamilton,
Wm H Pomroy,
Tlconic Hose Co,
U F|Bailey Co.
Austin H. Joy,
N E Tel A Tel Co.
Est A M Hopkins.
Martin E Jellison,
Suptof §ch», John A Scott,
E
ElBabb & Co,
Text-books.
Silver. Burdett A Co,
Oiun A Co,
High school. Andrew M Moor,
H
E Austin.
Schoolbo use.
Edward Haney,
Morrison, Joy A Co.
Mrs H E Austin,
School.
Abram Sargent, Jr,
/
Otis S Young,
John A Scott.
Emeiine Garland,
Edward Haney,

library.

ELLSWORTH METHODISTCHURCH

197 97
20.80
12 7ft
12 50
15 91

WILL BE DEDICATED SUNDAY

580

800
6 00
1 10
800
800
20.80

25 30
6 00
40 00
aw

ueorge l. uew iw,
Mr»jA V Brown,
A M Foster,
Thomas E Hale,
Frank H Young.
George H Brooks,
Hiram W|Nason,
William K McOown.
Frank L Heath.
Edmund E Joy,
S P Stock bridge.
Ira B Hagan, jr,
R E Mason.
John E Doyle,
Walter J Clark.
Ernest D Giles,
Morrison. Joy &Co,
L \V Jordan.
Milton Beckwith.
B H A U R Power Co.

5 00
153 98
13 11
4 00
2 00
2 00
2 00
4 00
4 00
38 75
4 25
30 OP
24 00

24

00

1 00
4 CO
35 00
2 00
8

75

#1,784 55
STREET

COMMISSIONER'S

ROLLS.

#390 30
2134
33 27
328 71

Highways.
Bridges

..

Sidewalls.
State

road.

#773
teachers' salary roll.
Common schools.
High school.

82

#810 00
178 33
#988

OTHER

33

BUSINESS.

Robert M. Campbell and Charles P. Halpin were granted licenses to run moving
picture exhibitions.
On the petition to lay out a new highway to be known as Davis street, running
from Oak. street across the railway to Isaac
Davia’ house, a distance of M3 feet, the
board having given notice for hearing
thereon, and no remonstrants appearing,
voted to lay out said way, two rods wide.
Claim of Mrs. Peter Fortier for bedding
burned by health-officer in fumigating
her hour- was referred to Aid. Jordan as a
committee of one.
Aid. Estey was appointed a committee of
one to take the
necessary steps to have the
toad leading from the Stabawl road to the
Waltham road discontinued from a point
at the northern line of the Harold Wentworth place to the town line.
The street commissioner was instructed
to lay out $50 for the
repair of the Surry
road near the residence of Mrs. Lorenzo

Jordan.
A recess

ir»?. when

was

taken to

the bills for

Wednesday evenfighting forest fires

'ill be considered. These bills have been
Tut on a special roll, which is now something over two yards long, and still growIt is estimated that the forest fire
**pense in Ellsworth alone the past few
Wee^8 will cost the city somewhere around
*2,000 Tb Htate does not reimburse incorporated towns or cities for expense in•
yreti fighting forest fires.
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seraggly,

Keep

uneven,
your hair at

mean

rough
home!

tightly to your scalp!
oucan easily do it with Ayer’s
| ‘^air
Vigor. It is something
\
than a simple hair dressi

It is a hair medicine,
,teir tonic, a hair food.
kind of a testimonial
I1 o’
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a

—
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years.**

over
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TEACHERS’ CONVENTION.
Programme for Session to be Held at
liar Harbor This Week.
The annual convention of the Hancock
county teachers’ association will be held
at Bar Harbor high school Friday and

Saturday of this week. Reduced rates are
granted on railway and steamboat lines.
The program follows:

The First Methodist Episcopal church
of Ellsworth will be formally dedicated
next

Sunday.

There will

interesting

be

Friday, October 9,2pm.
Prayer.Rev Charles F McKoy
Greetings.J E Bunker
Appointment of committees
Manual Training as an Educational Force,
Miss Hattie A Wiggin. Castine normal
school
Discussion—Opened by Prin A F Richardson,
Castine

services in the forenoon, afternoon and
evening. The church will be elaborately
decorated wiW! smilax, cut flowers, potted
plants and ferns.
Noted speakers will be present, including Bishop Hamilton, D. D., LL. D., of
Address—Individuality,
Boston, who will deliver the morning serPrin W E Russell, Gorham normal school
mon; Rev. George E. Stokes, D. D., of Question box—Conducted by State Supt PayNew York, who will deliver the evening
son Smith
sermon, and Hon. Warren C. Philbrook,
of Waterville, assistant attorney-general

of Maine.
District Superintendent H. B. Haskell,
Revs. J. P. Simonton and I. H. W. Wharff,
former pastors, and Revs. C. E. Purdy,
W. H. Dunham, A.B. Carter, Mary F. Macomber, A. J. Lockhart and others are ex-

pected to
The

be

present.

new

church

was

built

over

two

4 p m—Conference of
8 p

m

superintendents

at Sfethodi*t church.

Music.Bar Harbor grammar school
School Sanitation,
Dr F Fremont Smith, Washington, D C
Music.Bar Harbor high school
Illustrated address—Elementary Agricultural
Education.Prof W D Hurd, Orono
America.Convention led by school chorus

letting down
of barqains

With com- !
mendable energy it set about the work
of building a new church. A month after
the tire, the lot on Hancock street was
a

church home.

purchased. There was some delay while
plans were beingexamined, but in August,
1905, work on the foundation of the new
church began. The corner-stone was laid
Sept. 6, 1906, and on Feb. 4,1906, the society
held services in its new home for the drst
time.
The church was not completed as to furnishings, and the grounds were ungraded
when the present pastor, Rev. William
Forbes Emery, took up the work here.
With characteristic energy and a push that
inspired the society and the many efficient
workers in it, he has within a few months
worked wonders in the appearance of the
church. The grounds have been graded,
new pews have been installed, the cnurcb
carpeted, the building painted, new furnaces put in, and now, complete in every
detail, and a most “homelike” church, it
is ready for the formal dedication.
The morning service Sunday will begin
at 10.30; the afternoon service at 2 and the
evening service at 7. The address in the
afternoon by Mr. Philbrook will be of a
masonic
nature, and all Masons are
especially invited to attend. Bishop
H
ton, who recently addressed the big
gathering of Masons in Boston, may be
invited to speak a few words at the same
service.
Following is the full program for the
day:
FORENOON.

Organ

prelude.Eva

Leona

Mayo

Hymn No 73
Apostles* Creed

Pastoral prayer.Rev J P Simonton
Anthem. “Come Let us Worship,” (GabMel)
Responsive service.Pastor and People
Gloria Patri
Rev H B Haskell
Scripture Lesson

Hymn No 208
Dedicatory

oermon,

Bishop J W Hamilton, D D. LL D
A Statement.Dr. F F Siraonton
Offering
Hymn No 213
Benediction.Bishop Hamilton
Organ postlude
AFTERNOON'.

Organ prelude. Eva Leona Mayo
Hymn No 19

Prayer.Rev

R B Mathews

Anthem. “Praise Ye the Father” (Gounod)
Historical Address.B T Sowrle

Solo.Miss Mayo
Address.Hon Warren C Philbrook
Offering
Hymn No 214
Benediction.Rev I H W Wharff
Organ postlude
Eva l^eoua

Mayo

A J Lockhart
Mayo and Dorr

Duet.Misses
Scripture lesson
Hymn No 666

Sermon.Rev George E Stokes, D D
Anthem, "How Amiable are Thy Dwell-

ings,” (Dauks)
Dedication of Building. Bishop Hamilton,
assisted by District Superintendent
and ministers
Hymn No 659
Presentation of Buildiug, B T Sowle. in
behalf of building committee to trustees
Dedication.Bishop Hamilton
Anthem, “The Mercies of the Lord,” (Ga-

Big Potato Year.
correspondent from Presque Isle says
that during the month of September more
than twice as many potatoes were shipped
from that station than for any September
in Aroostook history. So far this is unquestionably the banner season.
The largest yield yet reported is by Leon
Sutter, who dug 185 barrels of merchantable polatoes from one acre.
A

advertisers

price-bars

into

are

the field

THEIR

Fall

Opening

of all that is new, in

5uits, Coats, Gowns, Waists,
Dress Goods and Silks,
Neckwear and Novelties,

American House, Ellsworth,
Very special

that way. If you had a pair of
gloves which were full of ridges
of superfluous leather, you know
they would hurt you and look badly
but that is the way many shoes
are made.
In La France Shoes the seams are
even and smooth like those of a glove,
and there are no inside ridges of leather
to hurt or chafe your feet.
Therefore, they have a comfortable,gloveand for the same reason they fit
like feeling,>„ a._
beautifully and always present—whether
r old—a neat, graceful and beautiful
appear anec.

make this

son to

effort has been put forth this

GREAT EXHIBIT OF FASHIONABLE
WEARING APPAREL.

A

—

This opening presents an opportunity which we
feel will be appreciated by the ladies of Ellsworth.

You

especially invited

are

ME.

The ear of the business and
social world is attuned to

the sound of the “Bell.”
When you come
in ask to see the
La France FlexiI bleWelt—“more
I comfortable than

If

i

m

would command

you

the

Ever notice what queer
mind will play?

good face is a letter of recommendation. a good heart is the letter of credit.
—Lora Lytton.

attention—

world's

RING!

“Be Sure You’re

a

pranks

in

Right,

etc.”

transposing figures

your

Take three numbers—1488, 1546, 6428, for example.' Now
dismiss them from your mind for a minute and then try to recall
them.

BORN.

How

DUNBAR—At Orland, Sept 29, to Mraud Mrs
Homer H Dunbar, a son.
FORD—At Brooklin, Sept 24, to Mr and Mrs
Fred R Ford, a son. [Warren Cecil.]
GRINPAL—At Sedgwick, Sept 23, to Mr and
Mrs Myron D Grindal, a son. [Theodore
Alden.l
YOUNG—At Portsmouth, N H, Sept 29, to Mr
and Mrs Harry C Young, a son.

or

Such calls

CAMPBELL-ALBEE-At Bar Harbor, Sept
29, Miss Ellen M Campbell, of Londonderry,
Ireland, to Capt Leman 8 Albee, of Bar Har—

They

The New England Telephone and Telegraph Company is
one link
in rhe chain of the great “Bell System”, and in
the states of Maine. New Hampshire, Vermont and Massachusetts is connected with 3Ji),0flQ telephones.

BRUBAKER. Manager.

European, $1

per

day

and up.

Tel. & Tel. Co.

England

and up.
The only rhoderate riced hotel of reputation and consequence in

THE—

PHILADELPHIA.

CLARION.
Whether it’s

AND SQUASH.
We
for

§10

a car,

by

M.

a

range

a

fur-

requirement
Bishop Co..

the Wood

.J. P.

or

Sold by

ELDItIDGE,

Main Street,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

(Established 1864)

41 North Market 8t

Boston. M

«**.

get top market prices and will
make prompt returns lor

VEAL LAMB

POULTRY

E6GS

Zinn’s Flowers Saturdays.

Butter and Farm Produce.

Floral pieces for funerals
delivered on short notice
nt Boston market prices.

Market reports, tags, shipping eertiticates, stencils, etc., furnished free.

Strictly Commission.

to

erly

land

Brunswick.
Register of

County.

7 views

and

Optician.

WEST BROOKSVILLE,

G.

1)R.

MAINE.

A. PHILLIPS,

DENTIST.
Lipsky’s Clothing Store,

WEST SULLIVAN, MAINE.

sell your shore

^ddmtscmjiut

property or other real estate, list
it with Kay P. Eaton. 146 Maine
tst..

FARROW,
D.

Telephone, 2-4, West trooksville

Ofttct' over IV.

Maine.

Deeds,

FormCumber-

only

BLiaWORTH

Steam

Souvenir Post Cards

POULTRY WANTED.

.Physician

Ellsworth

If you want

--

j

“Clarion", it it ;

and obtain full marREAL ESTATE.
Write for particu-

Providence Brokerage Co.,

Can

Made

PRANKLIN

meet every

Bangor.

charge the lowest price
selling the above, §7 and

ket price.
lars.

sure to

IBrafcgsional Cards.

a

uace—if it is

HYDE, WHEELER CO,
J»

New

American. $2.50 per day

30-32 Main Street, Bllsworth.

ALL CALLS RECEIVE PROMPT
AND CAREFUL ATTENTION.

directory should be consulted is
telephone uumbers occasionally are

the

that

lietw^Mi

POTATOES! APPLES

This department is in charge of
Mr. HARRY C. AUSTIN.
graduate Barnes School of Embalming, Boston.

why

Broad St. Staiiou
and Heading Terminal on Filbert St.

Midway

atmf.rt'.BfnU’tU'.;

C. K. Foster)

not

are

If you take pains to ascertain the correct number desired,
and then pronounce it distinctly, in 909 instances out of 1009 you
will get tlie correct connection.

Commission fttrrchants.

ROY C. HAINES,

“1456”,

changed.

W. T.

UNDERTAKING
EMBALMING

or

abuse the

Another reason
found in the fact

WINDSOR HOTEL

BOWDEN—At Stonington, Oct 3, Carl Roscoe
Bowdeu, aged 10 mouths, 11 days.
BOYNTON—At Tremout, Oct 3, Russell E
Boynton, of Lamoine, aged 22 years, 10
months, 16 days
BRADBURY—At Franklin, Sept 30, Elwln W.
infaut son of Caleb S and Faustina Cummins Bradbury.
EATON—At Sedgwick, Sept 23, Daniel H
Eaton, aged 7 mouths, 30 days.
EARN HAM—At Lamoine, 0< t 3, Mrs Margaret
Faruham, aged 77 years, 9 mouths.
PETTINGILL—At Waltham, Oct 2, William J
Pettingi 11, aged 83 years.
SHERMAN—At Isle au Haut, Oct 5. Mrs
Rosilla E Sherman, aged 63 years, i) months,

“1048”,

ing expense.

At Bucksport,
RUSSELL
DECOURCEY
Sept 30. by Rev P J Gerrity, Miss Margaret
E DeCourcey, of Bucksport, to Harry J
Russell, of Hampden.
LEACH-ORINDLE—At Bluehill, Sept 23. by
Rev Ebeuerer Bean, Miss Florence Evelyn
Leach to Lewis Grindle, both of Sedgwick.
MAKER—SIMPSON-At North Haven. Oct 1,
Rev Harry H Pringle, Miss Maude Mabel
by
Maker, of North Haven, to Irvin Everett
Simpson, of Stonington.
STEVENS—M’COY—At Bar Harbor, Sept 30.
by Rev Angus M MacDonald, Miss Marion F
Stevens to Capt William Frederick McCoy,
both of Bar Harbor.

DIED

you wonder whether it wasn’t

merely an annoyance but an economic
patience of the person thus needlessly
disturbed; they consume (instead of save) the time of the caller;
and they burden the Telephone Company with a double operatwaste.

TELEPHONES:
Da, Calls, private pkaae,
Service.
Nizht

easily

“6248”!

That’s one reason why telephone subscribers are asked to
consult the directory before giving a number—because this peculiar psychological trait is almost certain to lead to" wrong number” calls.

MARRIED.

>

to call.

C. L. MORANG,
ELLSWORTH,

Devotional Exercises in School
b. Mental Arithmetic
What Age Should a Child
c, At
Enter the High school?

(Successor t

sea-

opening

a.

—

Oct. 13.

Tuesday,

AND OTHERS

The reason La France
shoes (or women are comfortable is that they are made

briel)

Dosology
Benediction.Pastor
Organ postlude

the

10.30— General .Session.
Grammar Schools in Porto Rico, Unwood
Beckwith, Ellsworth
Consciousness of Power, Prin A H Carver,
Bar Harbor high school
Discussion
Question box continued
1.30 p. m.
Rural School Difficulties, Miss Lillian I Lincoln, Farmington Normal School
Business

If

ANNOUNCE

to

PP>for'Wo^
'$g4ojfS0LE MJkSON-VZ^&A

Saturday. 9.00 to 10.00— Department Hour.

Topic;

come

Bangor,

AT THE

following the burning of the Kindergarten class—Observation
old church on Feb. 28, 1904. The society Rural schools—Round Table Conference, conducted by Supt Smith
had just a few days before wiped out the
Grammar and High School Section, Supt W
last of a long-standing debt, only to find ;
H S Ellingwood, chairman
itself without

don’t ye

atmmtannnilB.

years ago,

Prayer.Rev

it

Ii

SPEAKERS WILL BE PRESENT.

prelude.
Hymn No 11

railing out with
might leave you!

'ten what? That would

MORNING,

AFTERNOON AND EVENING-NOTED

Organ

| Han Away
have
j; “-n’thair.
It

INTERESTING SERVICES FOR

evening.

Hair

\My

THE AMERICAN'S

CHURCH DEDICATION.

200

Highsch bldg,
Contingent.

FIRST METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH, ELLSWORTH.

148 86

45 00
1ft 00
30 00
120 00
19 12
230
»»
40
525
33 S3
27 50
21 88
685

Why

of

Kansas? No stumps, no stones. Soil ten
foot deep. In one year ye’ll be rich!”
The Maine man listened. Then he took
a fresh chew of tobacco.
“So ye’re all doin’ well, eh? I’m dern
glad to hear it. I’m holdin’ seven mortgages on Kansas farms, an’ if you chaps
will keep it up an’ pay your int’rest, I’ll
cale’late ter stay hum an’ get along O. K.”

fol-

as

seems

starvin’to death.

holds of accounts.

jjolls of accounts
lows:

'Ibfarrtfiemmt*.

Satisfied With Maine.
that a few westerners who
were visiting “down East” took a trip
through Maine, making loud claims for
their own state, which they called “God’s
country”, and decrying the primitive
methods of Maine.
In a particularly rocky section of the
&tate one of them saluted an old farmer
who was sitting on a baggage truck chewing tobacco.
“Hullo,” said the westerner, “ye don’t
look as if ye’d had a boom here lately.
Ye’re a fool to stay in this country where
ye have to do yer plowin’ with a pickax
and yer plantin’ with a shotgun. Ye’re
It

10c.

Seven assorted cards sent by mail post paid for
the above price. Ellsworth, scenery. art and
Maine vi.* ws. These cards are sold tor 15c. at
stores. Send now. Only a limited number.

L W. AUSTIN. Dept, k, Ellsworth, Maine.

Laundry

WO

and Bath

Rooms.

PAT, NO WASH KE,"

AM kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
Guo nailed tor and delivered.

»H. B. ESTEY Sl CO.,

WBHT KND Bill

DOE.

ELLSWORTH

MR

ELECTRICAL ;SE.r
Pull Lines of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

ARNOLD’S

"Esssr

AND FIXTURES.

balsam

Dysentery

by

G. A. PARCHER.

Estimates [un

Wlrii, .oil Supplies Cheerfully Gins.
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Mam St., (under Dlrigu Club)
Ellsworth.

SnbscritK* for Titk AmjsbicAH

«

li

MKHICAN

post-offices

Franklin and
at

Record's summer list, is larger
that of all the other papers printed
•ancock county

B

Eugene
boat to

r-w

#»

[

to

4on, high school graduates,
at Jonesboro.
Blaisdell, who

Frank E.

bn: week returned

the

Marcus

Mrs.

Hanna

the winter.

are

last

at

past week

extinguished.

some

800

of

acres

East
branch ridge, belonging to Thomas A Littlefield, of Brewer, C. T. Goodwin, of
Franklin, and Millard Kittredge, of LaTo the
moine, have been burnt over.
west of the ridge fires on land of Mrs.
Austin have been burning, all set by

Blais-

4ell leaves for the Hub this week.

pond and

between Great

land

Br.g-

Boyd

Saturday.

During

Boston

in

was

care

The forest fires

teaching

are

belonging
for through

to

horses

Harvey Robinson, of WesbSullivan, was
guest of Augustus Havey.
Moees Lewis and Leighton Springer, of
Fori iand, are guests of their aunt. Mrs. L.
W. Springer.
Della

arrived home from Seal
He brought a pair of

Harbor Friday.

week-end

Donnell and

pond.

Irving Springer

|

FRANKLIN.

Misses Edna

it

use

short illness of cholera infantum.

—

c

carried his gasolene

The infunt chil$ of Caleb Bradbury and
wife died Wednesday morning after a

iUXTY NEWS.

*

in-

crew

Eastbrook, where he will

in Abram's

irains

on

Washington County

the

Oct. 3.

Mr. Chass will preach at the
Methodist chureh Sunday, Oct. 11, in exchange with Rev,. Miss Macomber.
Rev.

the

railroad.

_Ch’e

eb.

SULLIVAN HARBOR.
Fred Bridgham and Harry Patten are
attending Harvard dental college.
W.O. Emery left for Boston Saturday

schooner John S.
The three-masted
Beacnam is loading paving at W. B.
Blaisdell & Co.’s w harf for New York.

ri ght to attend the funeral of his uncle.
F. club of sixteen, which organ- Daniel 8.
Emery.
ised Thursday, will confine its workings j
Miss Charlene Wilson has resigned from
fo various embroideries for the present.

Tne N.

the

Mr. Knight, grammar school teacher at
Best Franklin, will conduct Epworth
league service Saturday evening, Oct. 10.

Macomber, Mrs Watson, Mrs.
Nettie Dyer were among
those who attended the ministerial association at West Sullivan this week.
Pastor

and Mrs.

Mrs. Blanche. Wilkinson and young
of Methuen. Mass.,

daughter Madeline,
who have

guests of Mr. and Mrs.
and other relatives, have re-

been

Aaslie Swan

named home.
Franklin high school opened Monday,
8epL 21, with the largest attendance ever
registered, and with renewed interest in
the several branches. The new principal,
A. W. Austin, comes well recommended as
principal of Guilford high during las;
pear. Also Miss Tate, the assistant, U. of
M. '06, assisting at Brownville high the
put year. It is hoped these teachers can
he retained through the year and thus
eliminate the
term.

feature of

Parents and

invited

to

visit the

change each

a

friends

cordially

are

school and judge for

themselves the g.od work being done.
Schools opened Sept. 14, with the following teachers: East Franklin (grammar), Norman F. R. Knight (primary).
Miss Annie D. Clarke; Ryefield (grammar).
Miss Mary V.Coffin (primary), Miss Lettie
A. Smith; Alder brook. Miss Catherine M.
■tinker; Franklin centre (grammar), W.
WL Bragdon (primary).
Miss Caosie
Springer; West Franklin (grammar), Harvey L. Carter (primary). Miss Lela A.
Gordon; North Franklin, Albert L. Wass.
The pupils at Egypt, George’s Pond and
South Bay, being in number below the

fungi

refers to

microbe is

by

lected

so

called

that it

small

the aid of

a

parasitic

a

bacteria.

only
microscope.

A

be de-

can

Some

employed

■aicrobes are harmless, while others produce various diseases and derive their
titles through the form of their growth
because of the

or

diseases

which

of

or

conta-

Miss Sophia Clark

caused

and

oi

baldness, and

theory

their

and

ish,

it

destroys

the hair

follicles,

and

in

by

matter,
Sometimes the

•cales off.

diseasing

the microbe
which

dries

up
cuticle

!
|

Monday,

in

came

home from Seal

after

being

employed

and

Miss

sur-

or

pillows.

We want everyone troubled

scalp ailments,

even

with hair

though they

are

or

bald

New

York for two weeks’ vacation.
Mrs. Joseph Eaton, who has been visiting friends in Portland, is home.

visiting

Liilcolnviile,

relatives at

is

home.

George Bickford and wife are receiving
congratulations upon the birth of a daugh-

C. W\ Kittredge and wife hare gone to
Greenville Junction to visit their son.

ter.

Raymond Kittredge.
Miss Carrie Tripp, of Qouldsboro, has
Mrs. Helen Barbour, one of Stouington’s much respected women, is critically
been visiting her sister-in-law, Mrs. Lelia
ill.
Hotel Hanover will be closed for the Tripp, the past week.
District Deputy Miss Edith Lenfest, ef winter. Mr. and Mrs. Frothingharu have
D. G. Hall and J. Lee Fogg have had arThomaston, will inspect Juanita chapter moved into rooms in the Bunker A Tracy tesian wells drilled. Both have plenty of
Oct. 15.
water at a depth of about forty feet.
block.
Dr. Ring, of Portland, is in town, called
Three fires wero started here recently,
A. F. Havey, of Sullivan, representativehere by the serious illness of Mrs. George
but fortunately were discovered before
elect, gave a free ball at the town hal
Knowlton.
Wednesday evening. A large number was serious damag. wan done. One was set by
mischievious boys.
Mrs. George Marks, who has been visit- in attendance.
Mrt. Bos fie Id, a Chinese missionary,
ing her daughter, Miss Irene, at Bucks*
Miss Minnie Morrison, of the Bar Harthe j rlf it Sunday afternoon.
port, is home.
bor telephone exchange, who has been vis- supplied
otnt of In r escape
Percy Andrews, formerly of the Combi- iting her parents, D. A. Morrison and wife, She gave a thrtlLrg
with frienu.- from the, mountsi: » to the
nation
clothing store, is clerking for returned to Bar Harbor Saturday.
neacoast in China during the Boxer upPhilip Crockett.
The W. C. T. U. met Sept. 30 at the home rising.
Miss Zora Thurston, who graduated from
of the president, Mrs. Caroline Guptill. It
M.
Sept. 2S.
Castine normal school last spring, is teaching at Brownville.
Mrs. 9. B. Thurlow and Mrs. E. J. Carter have gone to Chebeague island to visit
Mrs. Joseph Jackson.

paralysis.

Whitmore, a Pittsfield
the postoffice, and will act
as substitute for Miss Lita Freeman, who
will take a much-needed vacation.
Gladys

graduate,

is at

wife, of
the Dirigo for a week or
Augusta,
two. Mrs. Clark has been in ill health
during the summer, but is now much betCapt.

Thomas

Clark

and

reside

meeting since convention.
joined. All listeued
with pleasure to the report of the county
president, who attended the convention.
A social hour with refreshments followed.
was

the first

Two

new

BUCKSPORT.

members

at 2 o’clock, in
the St. Vincent de Paul Catholic church.
Miss Margaret DeCourcy. daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Daniel DeCourcy, of Bucksport,
and Harry James Russell, of Bangor, w*ere
married. The church was prettily trimmed.
The wedding inarch was played by Miss

Wednesday afternoon,

Miss Amy Noonan left Monday

'Equipped

It Tastes Good and

Creates

are

at

A

crew*

YTnol

the famous cod liver
and
iron

medicine, without

oil

Vinol is much better
than
cod liver oil and
emulsions
because, while it contains all
the medicinal value
they do
it disagrees with no one.
As a body builder and
strength creator for old
people, delicate children,
after sickness, and for stubborn coughs and colds Vinol
is unequaled.
Geo. A/ Parcher. Druggist
ELI-SWOKTII.

with Smokeless Device)

the room you want to heat—suitable lor any room in the
house- It his a real smokeless device absolutely preventing
smoke cr smell—turn the wick as high as you can or
as law as you like—brass lont holds 4 quarts ol oil
that gives out r :jwing heat tor y hours, rin:d in japan and nickel—an ornament
anywhere. Every heater warranted.

I

•"“jeap&Lamp

tke lamp tor tke student or
render. It given » brilliant. steady light
tkat makes study a pleasure. Made <d brass, nickel plated and equipped
wUk tke Latent improved central drah burner. Every lamp warranted.
U you cannot obtain tke Perlection Oil Heater or Rays Lamp Iran
^*1** write to our nearest agency lor descriptive circular.
your
STANDARD Oil. COMPANY
it
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Vacation
Season Is Now Over

the

M. Miller.

is

K.

noon, their daughter,
F. Stevens, was married to

William

Frederick

MacDonald

McCoy.
performed

Rev.

week, has returned to his coland the services of a Mr. Corson have been secured. Principal Edwards
is still seriously ill at Bar Harbor hospital,
though there was slight f provement last
week. The young man’s widowed mother
has come from her home in North Carolina to be near her only son during his
illness.
school last

lege studies,

Sunday,

Oct.

11, Rev. Charles Haynes

M.

the

closes his work with

Mi

1

lungs,

MARLBORO.

sores,
__*

eczema,

Mrs. Abbie Bowden, who has been quite
ill, is improving:.

"Utlt

Mrs. Alineda

Closson, of Bangor,

is

George Treadwell and wife

spend

came

A Jeweler's Experience.
C. R. Kluger, The Jeweler. 10®0 Virginia
Ave., Indianapolis, Ind., writes: ‘*1 was so
weak from kidney trouble that I could hardly
walk a hundred feet. Pour bottles of Foley’s
Kidney Remedy cleared my complexion, cured
my backache and the irregularities disappeared. and I can now attend to business
every day, and recommend Foley’s Kidney
Remed> to all sitfferers, as it cured me after
the doctors and other remedies had failed.—
G. A. Parchbb

Rev. Gideon Mayo
day and Monday.

was

at

Brooklin Sun-

Shirley Joy and wife, of West Sullivan,
visiting relatives here,
The October meeting of the Hancock
county medical society will be held at
are

Winter Harbor, Oct. 14.
The members
will be the guests of Dr. A. E. Small.

blood

nd all
au
ana

cured

Nervous debility from any eause.
d
steria, chorea, 8t. Vitus liaiue.'uc
of the spine, paralysis and all

vis-

relatives and friends here.

last week to

chronic
corom*

li
.1...
pimples, blotches

NERVOUS DISEASES

Mrs. Rexford C. Hodgkins has gone to
Rockland to visit her sister.

iting

Ulcers,
ulc*ers,’i

troubles treated and

DISEASES OF WOMENand

home

the winter here.

the

tives at Steuben.

[

Strength

to

morn-

spend

K,ng*,lriP

PERFECTION Oil Heater

Mrs. Emma Upham, of Winter Harbor,
visited her sister, Mrs. Higgins, at Dr.
Larrabee’s over Sunday.
ing for Dorchester, Mass., to
winter with her aunt, Mrs. D.

*['

atrbtrttBftnrma.

Mrs. Geneva Milliken and M>s. C. A.
Milliken, who spent the summer at Bar
Harbor, are home.

ure
Ladies examined without
** cured,
disea«s peculiar to their
without the nse of rings }H,'' aunt’home
porters, etc., by new and pies
methods.

ail

months of winter if neglected.
The most
remarkable offer ever made in this state
is made by the phyby regular
sicians of the Merrow Medical and .Surgical institute, who have made more cures
in the State ot Maine and cau show more
testimonials from reputable people than
any other body of physicians in the state,
iu the treatment and cure of chronic and
nervous diseases, to say nothing about the

physiciaus

many successful surgical operations that
been perfacmed without the loss of a
patient. Consult the records and you will
nnd that they have not signed a death certificate in nine years, notwithstanding
their offices are crowded from morning
until night, with patients suffering from
every phase of disease that human flesh is
heir to. These startling cures made with
their original methods nave won fofr them
a reputation which but very few in business in this part of the country or elsewhere enjoy. Their remarkable diagnosis
of disease and wonderful X-Ray examinations and by the use of their phonendoscope to distinguish sounds of the body,
their radiochemic substance to test sec re
tions (blood and urine of the body), their
electric light instruments, and their refracted mag no chemic skiascope to see
organs of the body, together with their
wonderful instruments, it is easy for the
doctors to positively determine the presence of disease in any
portion of the
human body.
This absolutely perfect
method of examination is at all sufferers’
service. If you are sick and suffering,
why should you go to the old fogy doctor,
have

____

spots, to try Rexall “93” Hair Tonic on
guarantee. We exact no obligations
or promises, and simply ask yotf"to give it
* thorough trial, and if not satisfied, tell
us, and we will refund the money paid us.
E. Q. Moore, cor. opposite Postoffice.
in

our

Married Man In Trouble.
A married man who permits any member of
fthe family to take anything except Foley’s
Honey and Tar for coughs, colds and lung
trouble, is guilty of neglect. Nothing else is
as good for all pulmonary troubles. The
genuine Foley's Honey and Tar contains no
.opiates and is in a yellow package. G. A Par-

from

Little Miss Alice Ray. who has been in
Belfast the past summer, is home.
Mrs. Lillian Hamor has gone to Jonesp
port for a few days’ visit with relatives and
friends.

been

Mrs. William Coombs, who has

Miss Luella Hodgkins has returned from
Congregational
ceremony.
Capt. McCoy and his bride church for the present. Mrs. Haynes will Ellsworth, where she has been employed.
left fora -hort trip, after which they will join him and probably sing at the church
Miss Inez M» Ford will leave here
return to Bar Harbor and cruise to New in the morning and take a prominent part
Wednesday for Presque Isle, where she
York on the Hobo, D. C. Blair's steam in the illustrated hymns in tne evening. will teach.
yacht. They will make their winter home The following week Rev. Mr. and Mrs
Newell S. Willey, who has been emat Holly Hill, Florida, where Mr. McCoy Haynes go to Yinalhaven for a series of.
ployed in Bar Harbor the past summer,
It is hoped they
is in business. Both the bride and groom evangelistic services.
has returned home.
have many friends here. Capt. McCoy has will return here for special service during
Albert Hodgkins, of Bar Harbor, who
been employed by D. C. Blair, one of Bar November.
has beeu repairing the Frank Closson
Harbor’s prominent summer residents, as
Miss Florence Dyer, of Bar Harbor teleis moving in.
captain of his yacht for several seasons.
phone exchange, will take Miss Rebecca house,
Oct. 5.
Are.
Gilley’s place at the central office* here.
Miss Gilley will enter high school. Later
NORTH LAMOINE.
SEAWALL.
both Flora and Rebecca Gilley will take
Edward F. Young raised a dozen apples
Mrs. Elisha Billings is ill.
of the Dudley winter variety that weighed an extended trip through the State. Miss
Marion Sawyer has charge of the Island
Mrs. Thomas Newman is in poor health.
six pounds.
in place of Miss Grace Lunt,
Capt. Henry Sparling, who was conflaed
Mrs. Mary Remick, of Trenton, has telephone
who enters high school. Beatrice Carroll to his bed two
days last week, is out.
been visiting her granddaughter,
Mrs.
is to be assistant in place of Etta Lunt
Jordan Benson, who has been employed
Bernice Salisbury, the past week.
w'ho will also take the high school course.
at Northeast Harbor all summer, is home.
Mrs. W. S. Archer and daughter Emily
Oct. 5.
Spray.
bav« recently returned from Amherst,
Calvin, youngest child of Amos Dolliver,
WINTER HARBOR.
who was ill last week with cholera infanwhere they have been visiting relatives.
C. C. Baker and wife are visiting rela- tum, is out.
Oct. 5.
Y.

Angus

to use, and will not gum the hair

soil the clothing

ideal one, and result
to the work.

Wefinesday

Marion

Capt.

ment in tame hair cells.
Rexall “9f” Hair Tonic is entirely free j
from grdase or sediment, is exceedingly i
or

an

big impulse being given

Stevens

promiss*
Oftgjplor
Te&itiswno sense a dye. Rexall “93”
Hair TonBLacoomplishea these resulis by
making eyfryLair root, follicle and pigAao^t glan& strong and active, and by
at i mulatjii^fclulatural flow of coloring pigpieMiot

a

At the residence of Mr. and Mrs. O.

the

*>f 4e*rf skin direct to the hair, and the
axnerobe being beween the flakes force
Ahem apart and they scale off as dandruff.
We have a remedy which positively will
remove dandruff, exterminate the microbe,
promote good circulation in the scalp, ;
tighten and revitalize the hair roots, grow
hair and cure baldness. We back up this
statement on our own personal guarantee I
that this remedy, which is called Rexall j
-**93” Hair Tonic, will be supplied free of
all exist to the user if it fails to do as vve
It will also restore gray and
faded hair to its original rich, glossy color, !
if loss
has been caused by disease,

^

the guest

home.

„‘T

TREATED

location should be

rounding the hair allows the natural oil of
Afce hair to force its way between the flakes

f

is

are

Mrs. Ada Bunker, of West Uouldaboro,
has employment at George Bickford’s.

eroL

MW

microbe causes, and later produces itching
scalp, falling hair-and baldness. Dandruff
is caused

house at

Miss

time the pores entirely close and the scalp i
on Mt. Desert street.
The buildgradually takes on a shiny appearance. property
a large cue, in a central location,
When this happens there is no hope of the ing is
and after some remodeling will be well
hair growth being revived.
adapted to the association’s needs. The
Dandruff is a contagious disease which a

nebaceous

Stonington heights.
Harry Richards, of Camden,
of Eugene Spofford and wife.
John Hagan, jr., is in town

new

fair,

the Amherst

Rockland/MuTTr""

And every intellig t* uiun and woman of the Merrow Medical and .Surgical Inatiof
in p*x>r health should consult some emi- tut* have the combined experience
at the lighthouse j
working
and thereby avoid much both old and young men, who are able w
there through the summer season.
I nent specialist
shingling, repairing the oil house, re- suffering that must c 'me durin* ?he cold cope with any discs*** in the medical ana
Friends here of William A.
West, of
building the seawall and making al!
surgical line that can be done by any pay
ter.
where located
Fitchburg, Mass., are sorry to Jearn that
at It
tunaii,
IBM, no matter
needed repairs.
J. B. Mason, in gathering apples from
he is critically ill of typhoid fever.
W. F. Bruce and wife entertained a dinhis orchard, l^d eight barrels from one
ALL DISEASE< AND
Oct. 5.
w.
tree
of the Hubbardstones,
and
the ner party on Sunday. Henry Preble and
DEFORMITIES
BAR HARBOR.
wealthy and pie apples promise quite as George Noyes and wif.-, of Sullivan, were
Catarrh, consumption in the mcipim
out-of-town guests.
a crop.
good
The Young Woman's Christian Associa- |
stage, bronchitis, asthma, rheumatic*
tQ*<**'
Oct. 5.
C.
diseases
of the eye, ear. nose,
Charles
who
had charge of the high
Rea,
tion has purchased the M. T. Kavanagh
stomach, liver, kidneys
Harbor

has time

again been amply verified through research experiments carried on through the
observation of eminent scientists. This
microbe lodges in the Sebum, which is the
natural hair oil, and if permitted to flour-

re-

Misses Lula and Marion West, who are
teaching in Bar Harbor, spent Saturday
and Sunday with their parents.

Hamburg, Uermany,
Sabourand, the leading dermatologist
discovered
that a microbe
France,

rroi.

Dr.

una,

infectious

at Bar Harbor this summer,

turned home last week.

they create,

diseases

are

moved into his

has

in

_

The Most Correct

also

Moon

clerking

is

O. Smallidge and wife, who attended

Johan Mclnnia, of
Collity waa maid of honor and miDh
R"'
sell, of Ban«or. brother of the
***
beat man. Rev. Fr. P. j.
formed the ceremony. A
recaption
held at the home of the
bride , (.,k
after the ceremony. Mr. and
Mr. n„
aell left on the evening train for
Boaton. They will
10
in

(;lrri,m'

WEST EDEN.
D. W. McKay has returned from a visit
in Aroostook county.
William Mosley and family spent the
past week at Bar Harbor.

_

Is That of Microbes.
or

she has held several years in

H.

Homer Long, of Bluehill,
Noyen Bros’, drug store.
C. P.

Mias Emma Carter, of Whitneyvilie, is
th; guest of Jabet Myrick.

far-distant day, when some turning home.
her father, has returned home.
of nature may reveal them to ! Mrs. Margaret Kelley and daughter
Mrs. John M. Williams has a house
generations yet unborn. Such effort to Alice, who have spent the summer here, plant which is attracting many admirers
arouse in the children a spirit of civic
left for Nebraska Thursday. William It is a fuchsia with 176 blossoms on it.
pride cannot be too highly commended.
Annis, of Sunset, has tnftved his family
Halcyon Temple, Pythian Sister*. had a
I
I
Oct. 5.
H.
into Mrs. Kelley’s cottage.
large meeting Tuesday evening, when the
Oct. 5.
Mcm.
ladies' and gentlemen’s degrees were both
EGYPT.
worked.
SOUTHWEST
HARBOR.
Miss Helen West is at home from EllsThe McKinley school league held its
worth, for a short vacation.
E. L. Higgins has newly shinglsd and
first meeting for this term Friday, and
Mrs. Fenton, of Sorrento, is visiting her repainted his cottage.
President. Miss
chose officers as follows:
daughter, Mrs. Elizabeth Stratton.
Mrs. Gertrude Toiman went to Boston
Quimby; vice-president, Miss Harrmian;
William Jordan will leave soon for New Last week on business.
secretary, Gladys Hutchings; treasurer,
York w here be will be employed.
Miss Wood, a deaconess, gave an inter- Marion Wasgatt; librarian, Anna Stewart.
Mrs. Nellie Foster, of Waltham, Mass., esting talk at the Methodist church Sun- Plans are on foot for an entertainment to
is the guest of Mrs. Samuel Savage.
day evening.
raise money for maps and other useful
Mrs. Roy Savage, who was employed at school properties.
Ralph Clark and family, of Melrose,
C.
the Dirigo through the summer, is now at
Oct. 5.
Mass., are here for an indefinite stay.
Mrs. Rosella Billings has been visiting the Toiman hotel.
Mrs. Emma Sargent arrived at Capt.
her daughter, Mrs. Arno Wooster, at West
Mrs. Julia Wilson recently visited her
Deasy’s Sunday.
Sullivan.
sister, Mrs. Eliza Robinson, who returned
Miss Jennie Chase, who has been quite
Roland Clark is able to be out after being with her to Franklin, for a visit.
ill with jaundice, is improving.
confined to the hous* several weeks with
Arthur Richardson was called to Seal
Mrs. Della Miller, of Dorchester, Mass.,
Harbor last week by the critical illness of
pneumonia.
was here last week visiting relatives and
had
bis
who
a
of
mother,
slight stroke
Miss Abbie Hutchins, who has been
friends.

Many Explanations of Baldness Have

The term “microbe”

visiting

olfc*r

+d*HHonal

knows what

ARE MICROBES IN YOUR SCALP

■tent

it

W

convulsion

SPurtiacmnus.

Been Advanced.

**

Sherborne, of Milo,

COUNTY NEW>.

boat will leave Bar Harbor at 7.30
p. in. for the accommodation of members
from that section.

special

S

rintn

On account of the w ithdrawal of steamer —Pres* Supt.
Greenville, and is home.
we now have only one mail a
Oct. 5.
Pemaquid
E.
is
from
Workman
home
North,
Irving
on steamer Vinalhaven at 4 p. m.
day,
was
east Harbor, where he
employed ;
PROSPECT
HARBOR.
through the sammer in the telephone
Capt. George Welch is runningthe tug
Byron Hancock has meu at work paint*
office.
Betsy Ross in the absence of Capt. Greening Union church.
Saturday afternoou, Oct. 3, many of our law, who has gone on a Washington tour.
Owen Flye, of Brooklin, spent a few
Mrs. Nellie Knowlton Richards died at
townspeople attended the dedication of
the new drinking fountain being erected her home in Camden, 8ept. 27, of conges- days at R. W. Nutter’s last week.
through the efforts of the children, or- tion of the lungs after a few days’ illness.
Thomas F. Bendix and son Wayne are
ganized into a “Band of Mercy”, under the Mrs. Richards was a daughter of Capt.
spending the week here w.th relatives.
leadership of Miss H. M. Smith, who de- Charles Knowlton, of Stonington. She
Dr. C. C. .Larrabee is taking a tlrochserves much credit for her untiring efforts
leaves a husband, father, mother, two sisneeded Vacation in Brocktou. Mass., and
in keeping up the band thrdugh many ters and two brothers.
vicinity.
Nihil.
seasons of
indifference and discourageOct. 5.
Augustus Smith and daughter, of New
ment, and for carrying out the plan of the
STONINGTON.
WEST
rustic fountain, which is an artistic strucJersey, have been recent guests at E. W.
A. W. Gott and Ervin Thurston are m Cleaves’.
ture, and with its beautiful natural surroundings will form a very attractive ad- Bucksport this week.
Mrs. W. F. Bruce, who has been kept
dition to our roadside scenery. Miss
Mrs. Tilden Fifleld and Martha Stinson in-doors for a week or more by illness, is
Smith made a few introductory remarks, spent Saturday in Rockland.
convalescent.
followed by Rev. Mr. Purdy, who gave an
Harold Stinson and Archie Barbour visMiss McCrellis, of Norway, was a
address.
Miss
Eunice
!
appropriate
Simp- ited friends at Sedgwick this week.
guest of Mrs. George W. Colwell the drat
son read an original poem. The band sang j
Rev. Nathan Hunt left for his home in of the week.
one or two selections, and then the presij Charleston
Rev. G. W. M. Keyes and wife, who
Monday accompanied by
dent placed beneath the drinking bow l a
Austin.
have been spending their vacation in Scarbox containing the membership roll, past j Pearly
H. G. Banks, of Brunswick, who has boro. are home.
and present, with photographs and other ;
Mrs. John Stinson, who was called to
objects of interest to future generations. spent several weeks here left for Bar HarThere they will be sealed up till no one bor Thursday for a short visit before re- Lamoine a few weeks ago by the illness of

The Franklin and Sullivan ball teams
played on the home diamond Saturday,
flfoore 8 to 7 in favor of the visiting team.

Dwelley

position

*»**•

friends in town.

yarding.

to the woods next week
Coombs has

small

a

\r'*h

Arthur

WEST FRANKLIN.
S. Scammon is to put

,N i .\
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STONINGTON.

a great saving to the town.
Oct.
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West

to
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Smncock county, and has never claimed to
fen, 'tel if is the only paper that can prop
ca .ed u COUNTY paper; all the
cr*v
The circulaare merely 'ocol papers
HThe American, barring the Bar
•fe'

conveyed

are

in

only paper printed
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can

a school, ;
Franklin, North
West Sullivan respectively,

mini mam required to maintain

has s^Lscriher* at 107
i*i
Uanqpck county.
other paper* in the County com
do net meach no many. The Ameri*

ill

;

|
;

Mrs. M. E. Moore is at Manset with
Mrs. Eliza King while her daughter
Fannie is in Bangor hospital.
I
Oct. 5.
Dolly.
!
I
Torturing eczema spreads its burniog area |
every day. Doan's Ointment quickly stops its I
spreading, instantly relieves the itching, !
why not go to tbe specialist, who has had
cures it permanently. At
any drug store.
I experience in treating thousands of dis—-icier.
eases similar to your own. The
physicians
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BLUEHIIX.
moved into the

Has

rj)pb Emerson
nonglass honae.

The North Sullivan senior baseball team
met the Franklin team Saturday,
the result being a victory for the home
team. Score, 8 to 7.

WEST TREMONT.

with

a

frien

Miss

about S*1A. football team went to
the B. O. B.
Oct. 3 to play the E. M. C. team.

scalloping.

Philadelphia

Mrs. Eunice Lopaus is home from
Northeast Harbor, where she bns spent
the summer.

Morton, who spent the sumMiss
Mra. H. E. Morton,
„gr with her aunt,
Una

to

Mtehignn.

Ernest Murphy and wife are receiving
congratulations on the birth of a son,
born Sept. 28.
W. H. Lunt has postponed his going to
Rockland, and is at work for George
Trask at Bass Harbor.

Cards have been received announcing
Mias Rafter, a former
,Sf marriage of
here.
gather in the academy
has acthe Kebekah lodge of L'astine
to visit Mountain
Kpted an invitation
9/
Bebekah lodge Friday evening, Oct.

The

were burned
P. J.Gott, whose buildings
has moved
the evening of September 30,

“Young”

into the

not

Xhc annual meeting of the ladies’ Concfrcle will be held in the vesA dime supper will be
gv October 8.

his ankle

so

badly

that he

BARTLETT'S ISLAND.

M.
to

PENOBSCOT.

V

Merritt Ober and family have returned
Northeast Harbor.

A. P. Loring and family have closed
their cottage and gone to Roque island for

gone to Augusta to work
large pulp mill.

days.
opened Monday, with Miss Josie
Billings as teacher. All are pleased to see
her here again.
Leroy Costigan and wife, and Harry

office of a
Miss Goldie Bridges, of Belfast, is visiting John L. Ward well and wife.
Amherst Mamard and wife, of Lowell,

in the

County Supply Co.,

a

few

School

Mass., spent Saturday with Mrs. Kutb
Smith.
Miss Hortense Wardwell has returned
from a week's visit to her sister* Mrs.
Ralph Emerson, at Bluehill.

Costigan and wife have been visiting their
sister, Mrs. W. H. Bartlett.
Capt. John Dix, of Southwest Harbor,
and David Alley, of Oak Point, have been
visitinji relatives here the past week.

Mrs. Bessie Grindle, of Bangor, and
Mi*a Fausts Grindle, of Hartland, have
returned home after a short stay here.

t>U.NTY NEWS.

F >r ftrldiiional

County Next a

at*

SOUTH BLUE HILL.

SEDGWICK.
The

cemetery improvement
be. in this week.
attend the dental college.

rs.

have returned to

Sylvester

Mrs.

have returned

daughter
business trip

and

from

a

Wellesley Hills,

Lillian
to

Bos-

Ctpt. Edward Dodge, Moses Moon an 1
Mrs. Rebie Lord are all slowly improving.
Nathaniel Bowden and wife, of Bluthill, Mrs. George M. Staples and Mrs.
I'ulla Leach, of Penobscot, were guests at
M. D. Chatto’s recently*
Friends of Clarence A. Moore, formerly
ofManset, now of Port Townsend, Wash.,
ire glad to know he is grand secretary of
the order of Good Templars in that state,
veil

prosperous business man.
Deacon Ezra Stone died in Beverly,
Msss., last week, lie had often visited
this town, where he has four grandchildren—Mrs. Sarah Shapleigh, Charles, Edvard and Everett Stone, children of bis
•on, Augustus Stone, who died here twenty-four years ago.
m

as a

Mrs. Lilly Fogg Day, of Yarmouth, died
Dot. 2 at Bryant’s Pond, where her husband took her last July in hopes to stay
the dread disease
consumption. She w as
the daughter of the late Jason P. and Matilda Pomeroy Fogg, born in Ellsworth
•bout twenty-four years ago. Besides her

hnaband, Ralph Day.
leaves

of

four small children.
Oct. 5.

Yarmouth,

she

ing frieuds here.

of Dan forth, is visit-

Miss Emma Kenney, of Ellsworth, visited Marcia Crockett last week.
Mrs.

Josie

Thursday

and

Frank Leonard.

Bangor
Googins
Friday, the guest of Mrs.
was

Hatch, Orlind;
Ridge,
Dunham, North
George A. White, Orland; Happytown,
Hattie M. Soper, Orland; Underhill, Lil-

Brewster, Orland; Crane’s corner,
Alice Latno, Orono; Fred Gray school,
Laura E. Ring, Brewer; Hardscrabble,
Mrs. Maggie Clement, Orland.
D.
Oct. 5.

in

Pearl Stratton, of the yacht Aria, Bangor, spent Sunday with his parents, F. H.
Stratton and wife.

Mis* Marcia
C’roekett, of El Paso, Texas,
last week to spend the winter with
her
®other, Mrs. Lottie Stewart. Miss

accompanied by
M°ulton.
*****5was

her

niece,

Anon.

NORTH SULLIVAN.

Dalen

fcademy.

Havey

is

attending Hebron

Tbe

I. O. F. lodge
gave a supper Wednesday evening.
Mrs. Rosilla
Billings, who has been vis'iin* her daughter, Mrs. Arno Wooster,
returned home.
Mrs. Cora Paul, of
Rockland, who is vis^8 her sister, Mrs. Will R. Havey, has
Are You

Only Half Alive?
kidney trouble are so weak and
they are only half alive,
ne?lo#t
•era
Remedy makes healthy kidvitality, and weak, delicate
*ODife
9 * art
restored to health. G. A. Paacasa,

PolevwLthat
rJr*

F.

Qrindle

and

Mrs. Johnson Bridges, of South Penobscot, visited her daughter, Co-a Dodge,
last week.

tle

town hall

came

She returned to

attended the Gray reunion

at

j

I

Kl.LSWOKTlI

MARKETS

The quotations below give the range ol
retail prices in Ellsworth.

who

Dedham

Saturday.

to

B.

Oct. 5.

Creamery per ft.S5£4J |
Dairy.2jft30 I

Chlckeu.•>..23628
Fowl. is

a 20

Hay
I "> 17
Best loose, per ton.
Baled.
ICvtt is
Straw.
Loom
M
lft
Baled.
Yeicetnbtea.
»!•
01
'5
do/
Green corn,
Oulon?,
1
20 9*25 Pur nips. lb
Potitoei*, pa
t>*2 Carrots, lb
Turnips, lb
12
biJ C.bOas»»lb
Beets,
'ft
O'
Squash, lt>
sp-nach pk
01
(3
Ton.atoes, tb
Cucumoi-rs,
<>2
Lettuce, head
05<jt" Citron lb
25
Sweet potatoes,Itt 02*03 C 1 rv, bunch
Green tomatoes,pa 20 .5 Cauiltlower,
*5<*2o

Capt.

Mrs. Abbie Conary

is home from Isle

au

Mary Greenlaw
daughters in Sedgwick.

is

visiting

her

H. Crockett and James Doyle are
painting E.JE. Crockett’s house and stable.
It.

Oct.

5.

WEST BKOOKL1N.

Ralph Willey

is

visiting

his

coilee—per
Rio,

mother, Mrs.

C. D. Carter.

Edgar Carter, of Machias, is visiting his
brother, A. B. Carter.
Mrs. D. A. Bridges, who has been visiting
at West Sedgwick, is home.
Harold Powers, of Melrose,
spending a few days in town.

Mass.,

10

ft

ft—

Japan,
Oolong,
Sugar— per

is

Alice Stanley, who has been vifiting her
uncle, A. B. Carter, has returned'to Brewer.
Rufus and Ahira Bridges, who have been
on steamer Samoset, are home.
B.
Oct. 6.

employed

Saved HU Boy’s Life.
“My three year old boy was badly constipated, had a high fever and was in an awful
condition. I gave him two doses of Foley’s
Orino Laxative and the next morning the
fever was gone and he was entirely well#
Foley’s Orino Laxative saved his life.” A.
Wolkusb, Casimer, Wis. G. A. Fabchbk.

Lemon*

Portland.

4

50,

1260

Boston.j

7

55!

.45 0.05

ft

ift

a

06

06*(«*

Powdered,
Molasses—per gal

5 55
6 02
15!
6 24!

16

10 05
10 12
10 15
10 25
10 45
10 62
10 57
li io
1L 19

6
6

7

*1 *20.
e
fi

tfi

M
00

I

A

M

10 30
07! 10 37
28. 10 59

I
I

|
1

|
!

Granulated meal,ft
OH—per gal—
s5|
Ltiioecd,
Kerosene,

7JHQ1
590«
2.4SOOO
3,400 00

2.480
3,400

00
00

75 00
3.648 73
30,593 08

3.648 73
30,593 68

5,8501

00
5,380 76
135 19

250 00
5,380 76
165 19

76 00

250 W

11 00j 12 40
P M I P M
5 00
3 31
3 41
5 »6
t* 00 15 25
82
;4 06
4 13
40
t4 21 5 4.)

j

}

74.593 95

Due depositors, earned dividend and accrued
State tax,

68,250 52

Estimated market value of resources above
liability for deposits, earned dividend and
State tax,
Annual expenses, *250.

6,343 43
W. B.

i
!

tickets before entering
Ellsworth to Falls aud Falls

Hkrlton, Bank Examiner.

Banking.

is what your
money will
invested m shares of the

|

phate,

terra

alba,

etc.

earn

if

SIM Log® and Building Ass'i.
NEW SERIES

A

SLADE’S

is now

open.

Shares, SI each, monthly payments, 81 per share,

WHY PAY RENT
when you can borrow on
your
shares give a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthly
payments i. nd Interest together
will amount to but littl«r more
than you are now paying for
re* t, and In about ten
years you
will

to

Agent,

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
For

A.

particulars inquire of
1 ’■ VV.
Tafley, Sec'jrr
First Nat’i Bank Bldg.
^
W. Kroo. President.
m

ILrtjal Notices.
Mount Deseit

amt

Bluehill

Division

NOTICE OK

FOKECLOSURK.

Albert L. Jewelt, of ulllvan,.
Hancock couuiy, Maine, by his
WHERKAS
deed dat.d
mort-

J Send model, sketch or photo oi invention for (
FOUR-TRIP SERVICE.
Steamer J T Morse leaves Bar Harbor at
a m, Monday and Thursday for :pal UarNortheast Harbor, Southwest Harbor,

10 00
nor,

f freereiwrt

on

patentability.

For free

{SKSSrTRADE-MflRKS

book, t

"nte'

BrookMn, Sedgwick, Deer Isle, Sargentville,
Dam Harbor and Rockland, connecting with
for Boston.
Steamer leaves Bluehill at 10 a m, Mondays
and Thursdays for South Bluehill, Stmlinrton,
West Tremont North Haven and Rockland,
connecting with steamer for Boston.
steamer

[

the lourth day of May a d
gage
1901, and recorded in the Hancock county
registry of deeds, book 453. page 19, conveyed
to me, the uudersigned, a certain lot or
pa cel
of land situated in the town of Franklin, and
bounded and described as follows: Commencing at the tide waters on the east side of
Taunton bay, at the northwest corner of the
James Miller Blaisdell heirs lot, and
running
on said Blaisdell north line to the center
of a
large boulder, on the east side of the town
road, parallel with the said Blaisdell line 72
rods, more or less, to line of Robertson &
thence northerly along said Rob, rtson
A Havey line 22 rods more or less to
Ambrose
Springer side on south line, thence w* sterly
along said Springer line 62 rods more or less
to Amo \\ ooster line, thence
southerly 3 r< ds>more or less, thence
westerly 9 rods more or
less to said town road, thence
northerly &.
rods more or less, thence westerly fftong said
Springer line to the tide waters, thence by thetide waters to place of beginning, containing
16 acres more or less. Together with the
buildings thereon, and whereas the condition;
of said mortgage has been broken; now hereto**. by reason of the breach of the condition
thereof I claim a foreclosure of said me tgage.
Dated tLio 22nd day of September a. d. 1908.
John A. So«tt.

Hayey,

RETURNING

Pauper Notice.
HAVING

L

500 00

25C

Steamer leaves Boston at 5 p m, Mondays,
REGARDING WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.
and Fridays for RockA bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60 Tuesdays, Thursdays
land
contracted with the City of Ellspounds, and a bushel of Turk’s Island salt shall
Leave Rockland at 5-30 a m, or ou arrival of
weigh 70 pounds.
worth to support and care for those wbr
steamer from Boston, Wednesday and Saturday |
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
need assistance during the next five
may
In good order and fit for shipping, Is 60 pounds, for Bar Harbor, Bluehill, and Intermediate I
years and are legal residents of Ellsworth. 1
of apples, 44 pou nds.
landings.
forbid all persons trusting them on my acThe standard weight of a bushel of beans In
First-class fare. Bar Harbor to Boston, *4-25 count, as there is plenty of room and accommodations to care for them at the City Faroe
good order and fit for shipping, Is 60 pounds; one way; $8 round trip.
of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, 60
M. J. Drcmmey.
house.
All freight, except live stock, via steamers of
pounds; of corn, 50 pounds; of onions 52,
turnips, rye and this company, is insured against Are and ma- Marietta:
pounds; of carrots, English
Indian meal, 00 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds; rine risk.
Order Gold Medal Flour if your folks are
of barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats
E. S. J. Morse, Agent, Bar Harbor.
1
pernickity about their victuals. Sally Ann
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
LAW

5000
1.5
l.ooo oo

5,00

to proearnestly requestly
the trains, and

F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass.
MORRIS M’DONALD,
Vice-Pres. and Gen’l Manager.

Graham,

500 I 0
500 00
1 500 10
1.000 CO

5.54596

AM
9 00

especially
Elisworth.

Buckwheat, pk;r

LOCO 00
2,000 00
500 00

Unpaid accrued interest,

Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m and 1.39 !
m. and arriving at Ellsworth 11.07 a in, 10.52 i
m. connect with Washington Co R R.
I Stops on signal to conductor,
g Stops only to leave passengers from points I
east of Washingtou Junction.
These trains connect at Bangor with through j
trains on Main Line, to aud from Portland.
Boston and St John.
cure

1.000 00
2.000 (0
5 U 00

34,317 «

450
8 25

5 30

p.

2t

1,000 00
1,000 00
2,000 10
2.910 00

$7,000

18.|

are

500 00

1.000 00
2.000
2,940 00

19, TOW

Real estate foreclosure,
Cash on deposit,
Cash on hand,

11 34
11 53
05! 11 59

P

Cracked wheat,
Oatmeal, per ft

1,000
1,000
2.000
3.LO0

Total

* tmm

1.000 00
6.760 00
2,000 00
LOCO 00
1,000 00

1 000 00
1.000 00
5< 0 00
1.000 co

500

Books.
195 00

--

}o !
I
Ells worth Falls.* 7 06! II 40
4 31 60?!
El. LSWORTH.
H (-8
4 39'
7 13! 11 47
W u sh'gt’n June.,
7 25 11 r>7
4 45; t« 14
Fra nkl in Road. }7 S3 12 66.
6 “2
Ha ncock.....1 17 4 ! 12 15.1 6 30
Wa ukeag, S Fy.| 7 4* 12
». <3
Mt I'l'sei t Ferry.
7 50; 12 25
6 4J
Sul livan.! 8 20 .!
.i
Sor rtnto.|
1 ^5..
BAR HARBOR
8
1
7 25

Passengers

*

1,150 00
6.300 (Hi
2,000 00

1,000
7.000
2,000
1,000
1,000

1421,

Charged

on

39
59

401 40j.j

ah

195

Loan on life insurance policy,
Loans on names.
Loans on moitgages of real estate,

I« 31.

AM
8 00

Phillips Lake.j 16 86 tU 07
j Gree
u l ake.i
6 44 11 15
|
Nicolin.i J6 53i 11 251

JO

.35
Havana,
-50
Porto Rlco:
Meats ami Prorluloni.
Pork, ft.
Beef, ft:
18320
20^30
Chop,
Steak,
ft 22
Ham, per ft
lo§25
Roams,
lOruil
0s ft 10
Shoulder,
Corued,
5 9 25
IS
Bacon,
Torgues,
Salt
KVa, >3
Veal:
1*2 3 6
20 §22
Lard,
Steak,
10 3.15
Roasts,
Lamb
10 §25
Lamb,
Cj
Tongues, each
Fish.
25
06 Clams, qt
Cod,
40
06
Scallops qt
Haddock,
15
12 §18 Mackerel, each
Halibut,
JO
25 Shad, tb
Lobster, tb
15
Smelts, lb
Flour, Grain and Feed.
65
Oats, bu
Flour—per bbl—
1 fo
5 oOftts 53 Shorts—bag—
1 80 Mix. feed, bag 155(0,1 65
Corn,100ft bag
180 Middlings,bagl 6O3165
Corn meal,bag
1 80
Cracked corn,

5 40
9 05

PM
10 00

A

.30ft 65 Rye meal.
ft—

Portland.

BANGOR.
Brewer June.i
; Hold en.|

25 §85

■*os

Boston.....*.j

;

—

Pineapple.

Rice, per
18§.26Vinegar.
35
35

Grranulated
Yellow, C

Haut.

Mrs.

Canteloupe

Tea— per

Thaddeus Gross is ill.

25£60

Orangee, do/

Java,

OCEANVILLE.

15 47,

$

Total corporation bunds owned,
Bank Stock Owned.
Bar Harbor Banking & Trust Company,
Loans to Municipalities,
Town of Southwest Harbor,
Tremont,

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

>

health, J. E. Ginn will
the village for the winter. Mrs.
Hattie Green, Mrs. Ginn’s sister, will accompany them.
move

00 11R57
0
12 051
12 I2gl0
Nicolin.t 11 2 > I2g23
Green Lake. 11 36 12g31
Phillips Lake.I 11 42 12g3'.'
Holden.. 11 501 12g46
Brewer June.
12 09
1 05
BANGOR, MC. 12 16 1 10

Country Prodom.

)&1U, per dor.S2>o 16

11 30
11 371
11 4111 48

4 50
5 20
5 27i
5 30
15 39

*72,86* S
Estimated and
Market Value,
* 195 00

Total railroad bonds owned.
I19.&00
Corporation Boi.ds Owned.
B »r llai bur Electric Light Co., 4^8, 1921,
1,000
Beilin Mills Company, 5s. 1918,
2,000
Ellsworth Wa'er < ’ouipany, 5s. 1909.
500
Kennebec Light & Heat c-o.. Augusta, 5s, 1918,
500
5 >0
Rocklund-Rockporr Lime Company. 5s, 1920.
Southwest Harbor Wa.er Co., is. 1922,
1, -00
ataudisb Wattr & Construction Co., is, 1928,
i.OOO

3 451 9 15
4 20'.

..

H.

Oct. 5.

..

sympathy is expressed for L. E.
Osgood and wife, in the death of their litMuch

Bangor Sunday.
A good time is reported by those

C.

o, 1908.
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR-

Miss Florence

Poultry.

NORTH OKLAND.

Misses Rena Springer, Mae Young,
Schools are in session, taught by Miss
k°ttie Wooster and Bertha Torrey are
Mertice Small, of Sunset, and Miss Isa•Pending a few days at Mr. Springer’s camp
belle Walker, of Stonington.
it Raccoon cove.
A.

Crockett

Lewis

Fre*»h

of Bangor,

Public Funds Owned.
Town of ^Fremont, ordeis,
Riilroad Bonds Owned.
Bangor & Aroosouk, 5s, 1943,
Bangur & Aroostook, 4s. 1951,
Bo'tou & Maine. 4s, 1926.
Bridgton & Saco River, is 1928,
Lime Rock. 4s. 1924,
Muusim Rive 6s, 1912,
Penobscot Shore Liue, 4s, 1920,
Portland & Rumford Falls. 4s 192".
Rockland, Tbomastou & Camden, 4s,
Somerset, 4s 1955,

have returned home.

BAR HARBOR.
Sorrento.
Sullivan.
Mt Desert Ferry..
Waukeag S Fy.
Hancack
Franklin Road.
Wash’gt’n June. li
ELLSWOKTH. 11
Ellsworth Falls. il

t67.«rw*s
3,511»

RESOURCES.

Commencing, Oct.

Leach, daughter of Trueman S. Loach,
were married at Bluehill Monday evenj
ing, by Rev. E. Bean. They left Tuesday !
for a weed’s trip. They will reside here.
!

Leone

lian

daughter.
Miss Winifred Gray,
to attend the reunion.

Deposits.

Reserved f und..
Undivided profits.”

EailroaHs anti SUamtioata.

On account of ill

C.

NORTH HANCOCK.

George Golding,

j

LIABILITIES.

teacher.

Doan’!- Regulets cure constipation, tone the
stomach, stimulate the liver, promote digestion and appetite ani easy passages of the
bowels. Ask your druggist for them. 25
cents a box.—Advt.

Mrs. Greenlaw, of Sunshine, has spent a
her daughter, Mrs. Charles

Higgins corner,
Penobscot; Back

as

Oct. 3.

week with

remarkable attendance, under the direction of the following teachers: Hill
school. Miss Grace E. Tarr, Etna; Dunbars corner, Beulah Leach. North Penobscot; Point school, Mary M. Gray, BucksScott,
port; East Orland, Florence M
Lincoln Centre; Carter school, Jennie

EAST BURRY.

Bluchill,

Mrs. M. A. Ferrin, Misa Carrie Ferrin
Frank Sibley, of Somerville, Mass.,
Mrs. Edward Ferson and son, of Newton,
Mass., Mrs. King and Miss Anna King, of

Little Doer Isle.

BANK, TREMONT,

it existed on the 26th day of August. 1908.
Richardson, President.
H. P. Richardson, Treasurer.
Trustees—Perry W. Richardson, Herbert P. Richardson, Eugene M. Stanley, Maurice TL.
Rich, Everett A. Stanley.
Organized January 17, 1874.
Perry W.

and

Edith Weed

and

of

SAVINGS
As

Miss Julia Cousins, of Brooksville, is
visiting her sister, Mrs. Ben E. Sylvester.

where she has been employed.

Hardy

TREMONT

in

School began Monday, with Miss Alice

Osgood,

Arthur Parker is home from Haven,

Misses Kite

teaching

is

where she is to teach.

Mrs. Frank Leighton has been visiting
her si-»ter, Mrs. E. S. Urindle.
M

Bickford

Miss ('lara Day has gone to Penobscot,

Carter bus pone to Philadelphia

Albert
to

Mrs. George
Brooklin.

will

work

—

ORLAND.

WOODLOCKE.

on

business.

__L-

Oct. 2.

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION

Fred Sylvester has been to Portland

other pagea

E. A. Snowman, of Springfield, Mass.,
Capt. Howard E. Churchill has his boat, Conary.
wi%in town a few days last week super- Ruth
Cunnock, nearly ready for business,
Mrs. Annie Andrews and Mrs. Henry
intending the harvesting of his potato and will now start for the scallop grounds.
Kenney and little son Marie are homo
crop.
An eleven and three-fourths pound boy from Sorrento.
Mrs. C. K. Bridges sprained her ankle
arrived at the home of Homer Dunbar
Mr. Littlefield, of Sherman Mills, occubadly one night last week. She is now
Tuesday, Sept. 29. Best wishes are expied the pulpit of the Biptist church Sunimproving rapidly. Her many friends
the new coiner.
tended
day morning.
hope to !>ee her out soon.
^
Mrs. Annie P. Crane has left Mrs. M. E.
Penobscot
J. A. Closson has sold a houso lot to A.
in interesting meeting of
several
D. Patten's where she has visited
F. Bobbins, also the building once used
chapter, O. E. SM was held at Masonic hall
her
weeks. In a few days she will go to
as a store. Mr. Robbins will at ouce move
Saturday evening. A good number was
home in Somerville, Mass.
it to the lot and remodel it into a dwellbusiness refreshments winter
After
present.
Schools begaTr Monday, Sept. 14, with a ing.
were
served, and a pleasant hour was

spent.
Oct. 5.

Ellsworth

Thelma.

Jessie Fullerton is visiting relatives at
Beech Hill.

Oct. 2.

has

a

Shoaays—“It Makes Cooking Easy.”

of the

parents have the sympathy

Oct. 5.

the Maaaai husetts general
hospital lot treatment. He arrived home

Roy Leach

has

community.

in

Oct. 5.

My Mama
Glenwood tool

church Wed-

Ur^e.

Her

■erred at 5.30
Mows Viatic, who has been employed
In lore-try work in Massachusetts, fell

sprained

at the

Several from here attended the funeral
of Miss Vergia Rowe at Tremont Sunday.

'jRsatinnal

and
his been

entertainment

Glenwood

nesday evening, Sept. 30, was quite a
financial success, but the attendance whs

village.

boose at the

is home.

Rich

Capt. Isaac Murphy and son Edmund
left Thursday morning for Rockland to go

Misses

returned

Prospect,

arrived Sunday from
Bangor with lumber for the K. of P. hall.

Owen, who occupied the
the past summer, left for
gtovercottage
Oct. 1.

has

at

Capt. Elias

detested.

was

Emma Thurston, who has been

working

gack-port
the

■■-■■.

i.i

Misa Evelyn Lunt is visiting friends and
relatives at Southwest Harbor.

(bapel

Hid

^

Jasper Norwood has a new motor boat
for his lobstering bminess.

I,
Williams,
Mr« Blanche
Mrs. ltalph.
visiting her mother,
at the Baptist
the harvest supper
October 1, was a success. Receipts,

our new

Glenwood

mm

M.

Oct. 5.

*

g

cookies in

'

again

last week.
«jat the Pendleton
P. Hinckley have
Wallace and Augustus
at Northeast Harbor.

2ll>brrtt»ttntnta.

Mama has been Baking

Franklin.

Mass.
g„t Boihory,
has returned from
W. II. McBride
,w0-weeks’ vacation. closed her
cottage
has
M„. jlss Tapper
to New York.
returned
10d
of Wellesle.v Hills, Mass.,
Mr Barton,

joplojment

Sbbrrtiatnunt*.

Mrs. Edward Kirkpatrick, of Bristol, N.
H., has returned to her home after two
inojQths’ visit with relatives here and at

and wife have returned to

W. Peters

!

been spending a few days with her mother,
Mrs. Lysander Hooper, at Erst Franklin.
Miss Hester Allen, of Lakeview, who h*s
been the guest of Miss Gassie Robertson
for two weeks, has returned hone.

NTEWS.

Subscribe

for

The

American

Sbbrtturminn.

For Additional

Rapid Fall
Buying.

hasn't been
few weeks.

But

ill, are better.
Rev. Artley Parson,

1.,

Harvey Wells
where he has

|

The West End dining hall closed Sept.
30. after the most successful year in its
history.

|

Donald Parson and wife and two
of Youngstown, O., are at West End for

|

two weeks.

1

!

better

Scotch flannel waists at $2 and $2.50.
Waists from $1 to $o.
Lace waists at $3 50 and $5.

•

Ladies', Misses' and Children’s Sweaters.
$1, $1 30, $2, $2.50, $3. $4 and $5.
We highly recommend the Sweater at §2.50 and $3, being all wool, fall coat

Ladies' Sweaters at

attractive and

good

of

Mayo,

!

value.

Dress G( ods.

all colors at

Seasonable

Dry

$1;

the

schools,
over

Boys, Misses

and

Children.

Try these

once

Women’s Knit Underwear.
Women’s silk and lisle Underwear at SOcts., 7 Sets., SI. Women’s medium and heavy weight Union Suits at SOcts. and $1.
Misses’ Jersey Vests,
high neck and long sleeves, medium and heavy weights, at 25c.
We are sole agents lor the celebrated Harvard and Forest Mills Under-

going

j

in

teams

Saturday,
to

VIEW

were

|

degee

a

was

I short

I
!

lecturer.
week

worked

program

on seven

Meetings

candidates.

presented by

was

instead of twice

Our Carpet Department.

are
a

now

A
the

held every

Chester Damon is

driving

the

of

Boston,

who has been

on

visit-

ing his mother, Mrs. CharleB Ferrin, has
returned home.
Oct. 1.
C.

Mr. Tuft, who has been quite ill, is out

again.
Robert Hatch, of Maynard, is visiting
his

grandfather.

El bridge Shepherd has moved to Vinalhaven. James Shepherd, of Boston, will
occupy the cottage he vacates.

pointment

mail.

to the

people.

Oct. 5.
RLl EHILL FALLS.

business.

Mrs. John Frosjt and daughter have
turned to Concord, N. H.

re-

Mrs. Edward Adams and family have
Dorchester, Mass.

returned to

Co unlit JVetr.

j

Airly Beacon is closed for the season.
Lyman Cane is.at work for RufusChatto.
Ross Hall is home after

a summer

‘•One bottle did me more good than
all the others put together, as they only
poisoned my system. Peruna cured me.
I used it for four months before a complete* cure was accomplished, hut am
truly grateful to you. The least I can
do in return is to acknowledge the
merits of Peruna.”

yacht-

ing.

tee

I

after paper

who were married at Southwest H^bor
Oct. 1, by Rev. O. Q. Barnard.
Oct. 5.
Pebbib.

SEAL COVE.

George Fobbing
congratulation,
Oct. 3.

and

on

wife

tbe

NORTH FRANK UN.

receiving

are

birtb

of

a

Mrs. Lizzie Williams is very ill.

aon,

Harry Clark is visiting relatives here.
Henry Jelliaon has sold his engine to
Mr. Jordan, of Hancock.
Mrs. Id is Bracy and litte son Stephen
are visiting Mrs. Lena Collar.
|
Career, who has employment

R. Sprague is home from StockCapt.
ton, where be visited bis son, Gapt. C. W.
L.

Sprague.
at

Miss Sadie
Bar Harbor, is borne for a two weeks’

vacation.

Capt. C. H. Robbins and daughters
Misses Lettie and Viola, of Atlantic, are
spending

a

few

days

here.

Preston Williams has so far recovered
from typhoid fever as to be out.
Mrs. Cora Reed and daughter Josie reSeal Cove last week.
Herbert Wasa visited his mother in

turned to

Mrs. E. P. Sawyer and little son Mal- Steuben Saturday aud Sunday.
colm, of Southwest Harbor, %pent part of
The entertainment ar.d box social *t
last week with relatives here.
the schoolhouse Monday evening. *•»
George Callahan and wife are at home an enjoyable affair. About seventy be
to
from Pretty Marsh, where they have been present. The proceed* were over f4,

employed
the

the

at

Freeman house during

used to

Oct.

summer.

purchase singing

H»rry

Sophronia Harper, recently.

Curtis

Oct. 5.

N.

T

NORTH BBOOK8VILLE.
Green tats

Durgain

in town for

a

painted bi* bouse.
wile, of Bangor,

and

few

u»

days.

E.
Lufkin bas moved into J.
bouse on the point.
Haintov
About thirty patrons from
at
grange attended Pomona grange
Bltiehill.
Oct. 5.
W.

PARTRIDGE COVE.

books.

5._

Mrs. Lizzie Sawyer, Mrs. Josie Sprague
and little daughter Helen, of Rockland,
visited Mrs.
Mr*.
mother,
Sawyer's

H.

Mrs. A. Q. Haskell has gone to Boston

Lace and Muslin Curtains.

W.

Bunker's

Ralph Young was in Waterville on busiday last week.
Roy McFarland is In very poor health.
All bope for a change for the better soon.
ness one

__

J. T. Grant moved his aunt, Miss FranGrant, to his home herefrom Ellsworth

acrora.

ces

Capt. Ralph Gray, Neville and Morris
Mrs. Colson is home from Dorchester,
meetings
Saturday.
Rev. Mr. Davis, who is boMing
are home from yachting.
Mass.
meetand wife spent Sunday at Moose Hill, conducted a prayer
Edgar
Springer
Roy Powers, who has been visiting
Mrs. Colby Hooper and little Bert with his
evening.
to Northeast ing at the town hall Friday
mother,
returning
friends here, has returned to Rockport.
Friend are ill.
vailed »
Harbor Sunday nigbl.
Albert Mace and wile were
Mrs. Ellen H. Hayes is visiting her
.line.
Mrs. Teagle, of Cleveland, O., is at her
Mrs. Herman Sinclair, with little son Holden last week by the serious
brother, Capt. William P. Lowe, at the cottage for a short stay.
C'larry.
FrankMrs.
of
is
her
Msce’e
sister,
Mr.
Leon,
aunt,
Ellsworth,
visiting
Reach.

Curtain Muslins by the yard, and Portieres, window shadesund other
house furnishing goods in assortment and prices which are lower than you
expected to find.

Powers

OUR SHOE STORE.
When we mention this department, we get enthusiastic. We have a shoe
store that is a shoe store in every sense ot the word. From now on it will be
under my personal supervision, Doth as regardB buying and selling. We would
sooner have shoes tw ice right than once wroDg, and have therefore eliminated
from our shelves every shoe that there can be a shadow of doubt about, as to
leather, workmanship or shape. We have selected only the best workshops to
make our shoes. One-dollar shoes may look as well as a three-dollar shoe, hut
the customer needs to have the inside information as to leather and coveredfacts. We have left nothing undone, inside and
up w orkmanship to get at the
out, in making up our shoes to give the most that can be gotten for the money
wants
to
customer
the
spend. The assortment of SHOES FOR MEN,
now instock, is without
WOMEN, BOYS, SUSSES and CHILDREN,
found in any one store.
to
be
queetion the largest
shoes
are
the
in
Men’s
makes
Walkover
and Stetson, the
Our special
last a S3 shoe, the first at $3.30 and $4.

Crumbs.

Oct. 5.

F. E. Hardy and wife left Wednesday
lor

Boston, expecting

to go to

Washing-

Mrs.

F. C. Powers went to

the illness o(
Mrs. Carlton Davis. She returned Sunday,
Mrs. Davis being better.
Oct. 5.
H.

Thursday, called there by

Wit ham &

have been

furnish the above number for
is already
stored here.
The staves will be sawed by Guy Richardson.
will be to

well-known Cross,

specialty in a lady’s boot or oxford, at $2.50 and $3.
Misses' school shoes from $1 to $2.30.
Children's shoes from 50 cts. to $1.
Agent for the Educator Shoes in Boys', Misses’ and Children’s sires.
We are sole agents for the celebrated Gold Seal rubbers and rubber boots.
You can save one-half of expense by uBing these rubbers for yourself and
family. We also carry everything in Hood’s Rubbers, and are particularly
well prepared on heavy rubber gooda, suitable for rough Wear.
We are well prepared to meet every demand coming to us this fall from
our customers. If you want to be well served, spend your money with us.
We defy competition both aB regards prices and quality.
Our

M. GALLERT,

j

Hot

The Migration of Birds.
The wonderful instinct of the migrating
birds is one of the first reminders that
W.,C. Redman is driving for R. W. autumn waits around the comer. The
Smith at Brooklin.
marvellous precision
of these yearly
T. E. Hall has had a gasoline engine in- flights is something that human beings
find hard to understand.
stalled in his boat.
\
To the plover and the curlew and the
Henry K. Grindle is doing carpentering
“yellow legs”, and the countless other
for H. O. Staples at Brooklin.
varieties of “shore birds” which have been
Mrs. Hannah Giles is spending the winrearing their families along the northern
ter with her son, John F. Giles.
coasts, there comes a mysterious message,
Mrs. Orrin Bickford, of South Blnehill, and
they rise with their kind at regular
is keeping house for H. H. Hale.
yearly dates, flying and alighting by easy
Abijah Carter is in very poor health. stages towards their southern winter
All hope for his speedy recovery.
haunts.
Their progress is always the same and
Mrs. Georgia Hall, who has been working at the West End dining hall, is home. may be timed by observation, touching at
certain points on the coast at certain dates
Eugene Hamilton has taken a position
and passing others at the same distance
with the Commonwealth Shoe Co., Bosout to sea.
ton, as traveling salesman for New England.
To succeed one must know his
B. P. Spear has been doing some work

Oct. 6.

fertilizer, that

NORTH BROOKLYN.

W. H. Giles has returned to Roxbury,
Mass.

Our Ladies’ Shoes.

Mrs. R. B. McFarland.

3

Addie Ingalls and Elvira Smith went to i
Bluebill Friday to attend
Hancock
Pomona grange Saturday, returning Sun-

BCCKSPORT.

Buck, the millmen, who
operating mills at the foot of
Alamoosook lake, have contracted to make day.
Sanford Tripp and wife are enjoying a
40,000 barrels for immediate use. They
have leased the Close mill on Main street reunion of their family, all being at home
at the foot of Pine and will put on all the except their daughter, Mrs. Lida Hewey,
Rockport coopers they can get. The first contract of Newport.

ton. D. C., before their return.
Five children from this school go to
Deer Isle to high school—Mildred 8taples,
Ethel Haskell, Eva Gray, Gracie Lowe and
Athelton Holden.

The Endlcott or Johnson, made by the largest manufacturers in the
world, who tan their own leather, sell direct to the retailer without any intermediate profits. Their shoes range from $2 to $5.
Special for heavy workingman’s shoes in high cut at $2.50,93, $3.50,
up to $5. In the ordinary cut from $1.50 to$4.
Special shoes for boys, with a view of durability, from $1.50 to $3.50.

ELLSWORTH,.MAINE.

Roy Day,

It is rumored that the canning shops at
Oceanville and West Stonington will not
open this fall, which will be a great disap-

month.

NORTH DEER ISLE.

Look at all the other Carpet
A store by itself, occupying a whole floor.
You will find a larger stock than all the
stocks in town, then come to us.
other stocks combined.
Special ofler in large Carpet Rugs in Brussels, Tapestry, 9-12, at $20, worth
J25. Velvet and Avminster rugs at $25 and $30, being from *5 to flO under
price from any other store. Floor Oilcloths and Linoleums from 25 cents a
square yard up. Fibre matting at 40 cents, reduced from 50c. Straw matting
from 25 to 40 cents. Small rugs from 50 cents to $10.

our

applications for membership.
short business session, the first

four

After

Mrs. Nettie Day has closed her cottage
and returned to Somerville with her
daughter Viola.

SOUTH DEER ISLE.

The regular meeting of Mountain View

The only full assortment of Yarns in the city.
Qur Law rence Shetland at 10 cents a skein or $1 per pound. Fleisher’s
Scotch, Spanish and Saxony. Columbia, Germantown, Ellsworth Woolen
Mill yarns.
Our opening of the season of Gloves, Corsets, Belts, Neckwear and other
Novelties in large assortment at moderate prices.

Mrs. Herbert Candage, who has been
visiting friends in Ellsworth, is home.

GRANGE.

grange was held Friday evening, Oct 2 with
about forty-five patrons present. There

Yarns.

For a high grade, there is nothing better than
Burts pr Patrician at (3.50.

attended the local

islesford

at
here

MOUNTAIN

wear.

Mrs. Ellen Bickford is keeping house
for Herbert Hale, of North Brooklin.

Somesville and
down the sound in Capt. Lester Pray’s
naphtha launch. The day was perfect and
The West
a delightful sail was enjoyed.
Eden C. E. society won the banner by
having more members present than any
other.
M.
Oct. 5.
from

Bw

her

!

union

ladies, and 15 cents per pair for
and you will be pleased.

here

“AmonR all the greatly advertised
medicine* for kidney and Madder
trouble there is nothing which equal*
Peruna. I suffered for several years
with this trouble, spent hundreds of
dollars on doctors and medicine and all
to no purpose, until 1 took Peruna.

William Hailey, 58 I St., N. E., Washington, D. C., Past Col. Encampment
No. tip, I'nion Veteran Legion, and
prominently identified with many of
the great labor protective associations
in Chicago and New York, and Secretary of one of the largest associations in
the former city, had for nearly thirty
years been afllicted with kidney troubles.
Within a short period he has been
persuaded to try Pernna, and his present
healthy condition is attributed to his
Judicious use of that great remedy. He
considers himself now quite cured and
in excellent physical condition.

COUNTY NEWS.

is

Miss Clara Cole, of Boston, is visiting
aunt, Mrs. Charles Henderson.

who

Sunday.

Several from

Sedgwick,

and Bladder Trouble.

People Who Object to Liquid Medi cines Should Buy Peruna Tablets

A.

SOUTH BLUCHILL.

is teaching
the Bar Harbor
the guest of Miss Edith Hall

was

part of last week.

Mrs. Chattic Sleeper, of
visiting friends here.

in

and music

guests of

were

Oct. 6.

Mrs. Florence Rich is at Bar Harbor for
She is with her sister-inlaw, Mrs. Fred Gonya.

Women's and Children’s Hosiery.
(or

and wife

short time.

Miss Clara Merrill,

and wife

Lewis Hutchins and wife Saturday and
Sunday.
#
B. F. Young and wife, of Lainoine, accompanied by Mrs. Harriet Salisbury, of J
Ellsworth, were guests of J. H. Billings

(
William Hopkins and wife were weekguests of Mr. Hopkins’ sister, Gertrude Clark.

drawing

Miss Car-

George H. Hart, who has been employed
Portland, is home for the winter.

Billings

Kidney

Mr. John N. Watkins, 3138 Sheati*
doah Avc*., 8t. Louis, Mo., writes:

Attributes Health to Pe-ru-na.

D.C. Roberts is {tainting the inferior of
H. Billings' house.

J. [1.

end

the prices are extremely low.
This requires special attention,
Arnold Scotch cloth, the 20-cent kind, at 15 cents. Domestic flannel at 5
cents, 10 cents, 12 1-2 and 15 cents.
Children’s school plaids at 15 cts. Yard wide Percales at 12 1-2 cts.
Heavy shirting: flannel at 10 and 12 l-2c.
Cotton Batting at 10c.
The very best Prints made at 6c.

pair

in

hold services in

a

Mr.John N.Watkins.

rie

Rev. Mr. Gillmore, of Hull's Cove, will
the chapel Tuesday even-

Goods.

as

at 25 cents per

Ait lima.

Harbor,
evening in the

Mrs. Jane Walker is very ill.
Roper is carine for her.

Clow

Mr. W. F. Clow, «3< E. St.
Vrain St., Colorado Springs,
retired real estate man,
Col.,
write*:
,
“I am a man of over seventy
year* and feel that I Owe mjr present eood health entirely to Peftina
I hetran using it atxrnt a year ago
for asthma and kidney trouble, and
took several bottle*.
I have not
felt better for Year*.
“Different memliersof my family have
used it also, and hare only words of
praise to speak for Peruna.”

Winter

L.

r

Kidney tfleetlm.

Mrs. Mary A. Leland and Mrs. Frank
Leland attended the Leland reunion at

WEST EDEN.

Wash Goods.

special offer,

Mr.W

visit

a

§1.25 grade.

We offer 100 pieces of the very best grade of outing flannels, better than
any other outing flannel kept by any other dealer, at 10 ctnt6.
25-cent figured Eiderdown, made expressly
for Bath Robes and Kimonos, at $15c.
%
Special prices on blankets, table linens, 1 1-4 silver gray, tan and white
blankets, w orth 75 cents, at 59c.
White and gray doable bed blankets at $t and $1 50. White doable ted
blankets at $2 and $2.50. White wool blankets at $3.50 and $5.

Our

a

Bright side for the winter and returned to
Brookline, Mass.

The dance given by parties from Belfast
Saturday evening at I. O. O. F. hall was
Music by Mr. and Miss
well attended.
Kelley, of Bar Harbor.
Une Femme.
Oct. 5.

If there is any department in which we excel, it is our dress goods department.
59-cent and 75-cent dress goods in all c ’lors and various materials; were
worth 75 cents and fl.
54-inch Broadcloth, worth fl.50, at $1. 5*-inch Broadcloth, worth §2 at $1.50
in

|

a

are em-

L. S. Ellis returned Friday from
son in Brewer.

End this year.

Panamas and wool Taffetas

Somes house closed Sept. 30, after

busy season.
Fred Smith and Andrew Somes
ployed in Portland.
to his

vessel load of lumber for the
three cottages which will be built at West
week for

Seventy Years

|

Rae.

Salisbury Cove Saturday.
George S. Parker has gone to Northeast
Harbor, where he is employed as carpenpreached afternoon and
ter by Ltmson & Hodgdon.
Baptist church.
Miss Marcia Fernald, formerly of this
Capt. E. Wasgate, of East Boston, will
have a cottage built on his property at place, but the past few years living in Belfast, is here to attend the high school.
Flye point this winter.
Oct. 5.
Hex.
Mrs. T. W. Tolcott, Mrs. Lillian Green
and#Miss Myrtle Green have closed their
BROOKSVILLE.
cottage and returned to Arlington, Mass.
Mrs. Susie Campbell is working for
Capt. R. C. Stewart went to Bangor last Mrs. L. O. Fowler.
G.

Rev.

*

«•

of court.

j

Waists and Petticoats.

length,

The

Herrick has been drawn to serve
the traverse jury at the October term

on

in

Qow,
A Han

MT. DESERT.

Austin

plaited models,

Over

Miss Helen Heavey, of Hall Quarry, is
attending the high school here.
friends.
George F. Arnold and wife have closed

Sunday.

Hr.

Colorado, Says.

_

Bangor.

Misses Rachel Cole and Evelyn Gray
came home from Castiue Friday, returning

equipped than ever to show a large and varied line of Waists
Petticoats. Our specialty— a tailor-made waist of striped shirting at $1.

and
Muslin

in

here.

1

What

Mrs. Laura Webber, with daughter Ruth,
been visiting her parents, R. C.
Abbott and w ife, has returned to Ston-

“Spruce

|

for Ladies.

Read

who has

N. V. Tibbetts and wife have returned
Washington, D. C., after the summer

Black, Navy and Brown, at $w>.
Wool Taffeta Dress Skirts, new gored and plaited models, st $<1.50 and $7.50
The finest English Taffeta at $tO.
We have also dress skirts at $2 .50 and $3.50.

are

college

business

So Writes John N.
Watkins.
St Louis, Ho.

week.

to

Dress Skirts

We

closed

has

Ingersoll

attending

His Line of Ladies’ Suits Is especially strong:
Fashion's newest suits of Broadcloth and fine Cheviots, season's newest
models, worth from $30 to $35, at $25.
Fine Cheviot and Cloth Suits, worth fJO to $25, at $20.
The greatest bargain of all, a Cheviot Suit in Green, Brown, Navy,
Catawba and Black, worth $20. at $15.
Ladies' Coats, the new model, at $10, $12.50 aDd $1.5.

and

Portland,

spent two weeks.

Cabin” and returned to Monroe, Mich.
ington.
Hollis Stanley and Chandler Carter are ; Oct. 5.

Ladies’ Suits, Outside Skirts, Coats, Waists and Every-

plain Panamas, semi-sheath

employed.

is home from

Frank Staples, of Rockland, spent the
week-end at home with his family.
Miss

returned

her

home from Winsor, Vt.,

where he has been

have

Mrs. Clara Cole, of North Brooklin. with
children, visited her father, David
Thurston, last week.
Mrs. Nellie Sargent, of Sargentville,
with
daughters Catherine and Helen,
visited her mother, Mrs. Clara Clapp, last

Lulu Maddocks, of Bluehill, vis-

Warren Ford is

has retained the confidence of the people.
This season he has made better preparation than ever to meet the demands
ie
of his customers. The people seem hungry for new- things. M. Liaiiert
showing new things in every department.

in

Providence. R.

of

family

visiting relatives in Portland, is home.
Rollo Closson and family have moved to
their new home, the Robert Bettel place.

ited friends here last week.

the goods. The people want new things; he has them. I ndoubtedly he
best assortment of goods of a quality that wins recognition. His
grade of goods is
prices are as low as the lowest, and as low as a much inferior
sold for by other dealers. He offers good merchandise at prices to defy all
of him, you get
If
exists.
buy
same
where
the
no
matter
you
competition,
what vou pay for in measure, weight and quality. Everything he oners is upevery
to-date, and "bis resident buyers in New York and Boston are picking uphim
a
If you give
new thing which is offered and adapted for his trade.
difference
the
v
ill
recognize
chance to show you what he can do, you
readily
between good merchandise and inferior goods.
._.
He guarantees to deliver good merchandise at as low a price as inferior
and
can be brought for.
He has sold goods in this city for thirty-seven years,

ready-to-wear

home from

are

in town last week.

was

Miss

has the

in

Will Allen

Leila Gott and Ella Griffin, who Irve

has

thing

and

and

Portland.

George H. Allen has gone to Melrose,
Mass., to work for the Friend Bros.
E. Bracy and wife, of Brooklin, are with
their daughter, Mrs. Maude Thurston.
Miss Virginia M. Allen, who has been

been

QALLERT.

M.

Eugene SUples

Mrs. Nellie Joyce left for Melrose, Mass.,

the warm weather of the past
it must, and LOW PRICES is the lever that will do it.

move

__

NORTH SEDGWICK.
to

Tuesday.
Raymond
yachting.

Nothing Equals Pe=ru=na
For Serious Kidney Trouhlt

Oct. 5.

week.

SfehnUMwin*.

|

Allen.

Hill is attending Colby college.
Wallace Smith was in Ellsworth last

account of

on

other page•

i<#

MahloD

MERCHANDISE.

moving fast enough

County

BROOKUS.

Now For
FALL

the schooner Vanguard, lately parchased by H. O. Staples and George M.
on

COUNTYA’wf,
NEWS.

a

capabili-

ties.

E.
WEST GOULDS BORO.

John U. Hill, of Sullivan,
relatives here.

George Allen and wife, of Prospect Harbor, are visiting John B. Wood and wife.
Miss Leone Orcutt, of East Sullivan,
visited relatives here Saturday and Sunday.
Miss Mildred H. Noyes was in Bar Harbor last week to attend the wedding of
her

aaDumisrmtnts

is visiting

cousin.

Good Health

George Rider and wife, who have been
visiting Stephen Rider and wife, have returned to Bar Harbor.
Fletcher T. Wood and wife, 'of Steuben,
entertained a party of six Bar Harbor
friends at their home here Sunday.
Oct. 6.
L.
HALL QUARRY.
F. H. So tees is spending a few days at
Rockland. Burton Fernald is taking hia
place in the store.
extended to Charles
P. Richardson and Mias Edith F. Mills,

Congratulations

are

•ew
:ers.

doses of the “I

They

towels,
toe. at

sweeten

arouse

livei

druggists.

